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VESSEtSLOST

All Union Employes Demand Uniform
Wage Increase of Ten Per Cent
THE CRISIS IS FAST APPROACHING
Officers of Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen Announce They Will Present Their

Will

Ultimatum December
Begin on 15th
dict What Outcome Will Be,
Inst.-Impossi-

tb pre-

ble

v
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Historic Railroad Strikes
Among historic American strikes have been the great strikes of 1887 on
the Baltimore '& Ohio, Pennsylvania and other roads, in which much dam- age to property was done and troops, were called out; the telegraph operat-ator- s
strike in 1883; the strike on the Gould system in 1885 the Chicago
strike of 1894, which grew out of an effort of the newly organized American Railway Union to boycott Pullman cars in order to aid strikers at the
Pullman works. In more recent years strikes of boilermakers and machinists on the 8anta Fe, Denver & Rio. Grande and other systems, and frequent telegraphers' strikes on the big systems have thrown thousands
out of employment, resulted in some instances in physical conflicts and
cost the railroads and unions vast sums of money. The threatened strike,
should it occur, would make the ones just' mentioned insignificant in comparison, owing to the almost perfect organization of railroad employes at
the present time and the large funds In the' union treasuries which would
enable the men to hold out for an indefinite period. In addition such a gen-orstrike would paralyze not only traffic conditions throughout the court- try, but manufacturing and commercial interests as well.
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Snow Storm General
Denver, Dec, 4. A general

,

snow

storm last night and today has eft
reloped the west and southwest In a
blanket of white, the snow ranging In
denth from six inches to six feet. A
sudden drop In the temperatnte, es
pecially In Wyoming, parts of Colorado and In the mountainous regions
of northern New ' Mexico will causa
losses to sheep and cattlemen. Reports
received at the weather bureau sta
tion here report a heavy fall of snow
at Raton, Las Vegas, Santa Fe nd
Albuquerque, New Mexico, and Inter
mediate parts, extending east and
west of Albuquerque and throughout
the northern part of the territory.
Railroad traffic in Colorado and New
Mexico is slightly Interrupted as a re
sult of the storm. The snowfall will
he of Inestimable value to the
ed dry farmers and will help? the
range.
so-ca-

MARRIES

ACCUSER

case appeared
before Justice of the Peace Sena yesterday morning on the west side in
precinct No. 6. Cleotilde Washington,
colorel, brought suit ; against ' Jose
Alonzo Montoya, for seduction.. The
case was waived to be tried before
the grand jury but this morning Mon
toya compromised the case by marrynig the woman. There was some de
lay, however;' the" Justice looking up
the law as to whether or not a. white
and a colored person could marry.- It
was found that there was no. objections of a legal nature and the couple
were married in the chambers of
Justice of the Peace Sena by his honv
or, the judge.
The case of Pedro Padilla vs. Federlco Crespin' for assault and battery
was also hard before Judge Sena yes
terday afternoon. This case was tried
before a jury but the jury failed to
bring in a verdict after being out for
one hour. The case was thereupon
continued until Monday afternoon at
2 o'clock.
A very interesting

'

'

INTERRUPTS
STREET CAR SERVICE
The Las "Vegas Transit company
was compelled to suspended business
on the boulevard run today on account
of the snow. The loss of this service
is keenly felt by .the residents of the
boulevard and the people who go hack
and forth to the asylum every day
rain, hme or snow.
SNOW
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4. Both
Dec.
St Paul, Mlnn
'
sides today express confidence over
the Tesult of the switchmen's" strike,
no apparent progress Is being
, hut
&Jnade for an early settlement. The
switchmen etlll claim to have' the
situation well in iapd, hut the railroads are making,, headway in their
,
steady importation of, new men to
- take the places of the strikers and
today they promised to handle more
han at any time"s!lnce the
. freight
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FINDING OF THIS ALONG COAST
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Vice-Preside-nt

iu Conditions st Seattle. u ! off...
Seattle, I'Wash.f Dec. 4. Local rail
'road vbmcIaWt say they are gradually
handle any volume of business.
resuming freight traffic. The Seattle
An attempt will be made r hy the Teamsters' TJnlon has decided not to
business interests late today to bring strike in sympathy with the switchabout a conference, but the railroad men. Three freight trains left Heofficials say they will make no con- lena, Mont, this morning
for the
cessions and that the switchmen must west but otherwise very little is bereturn to work under the old con- ing done In the movement of freight
'
ditions.
trains.
,

no Twin Cities and' out wst the tall-Si,roadg ad.fal .'haivtiot heed able' to
,
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colony In an effort to clear up the mys
tery.. :

League. In at letter to Horace Fogel,
the new president of the Philadelphia
club, "Pop" saya, so very plainly and
says he will poll a surprising vote,
President Fogel, was pleased with the
letter but declared he had not yet
made up his mind as to his choice.
OHIO MILITIA ORDERED
OUT TO QUELL.
Columbus, Ohio, Dec.
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At a special meeting
the board1
of education last night it was decld--e- d
that .the public schools of East
Las Vegas will open again'' Monday
morning, after, being closed foi; t
weeks. The schools will continue
til the closing of the school term. 1
usual Christmas vacation of two Weeks v
will not be given this year.1

ith
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PUT STOP TO
JUAREZ RACE MEETING
El Paso, Texas, Dec 4. A crusade
against the race track at Juarez,
Mexico,. opposite El Paso, although
the winter meeting there has barely
got under way, has already started.
At a mass meeting of the ministers
and businessmen last night at . the
chamber of commerce it was decided
to ask the state department, to make
an effort to have the 'concession, for
the race-tracthere revoked if pos
'
.
sible. "
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bel Hernandez, aided by two other
women, it Is charged, buried her baby alive in the walla of an abode
house a few minutes after its birth
Washii),gton, Dec.
the open-- 1 hood for the southwestern territo
last Monday. The three women have ing of 'ftie' first legnlar, seasion of the and his message U expected to v
s
Sixty-flris- t
been arrested.
'icbngregs but two daya congress to pass these bills at
i
away.'fefenatari Rand. Tepresen1
'!)) tig session. Some of. the
from far 'aBd ihttai? are arriv:
to the admission of the
'
Washington day. r.us.
heretofore, has heen over
' f this the outK
Following sj time'' honored
and.
both bouses Will adjourn so 1 1 r
Is lespeclally
:t rf his
they convene at noon Monday,
1
hT'F 1
respect to the memory of tlw
bers who have died during the Tecta.;. ,'USTT?
EFt MARINES
ANDED
Tvsday'u session of both houses
win Ulcely le devot- If; tuning to
- Dec. '4
The
loon league, the annual "convent; :t f f.. rw.11ngof Presld
.'. ."t's niessagri
v. a
carrying;
.
herec.Monaai'
ki".
Liw-M
.
0
and afu t' t t!iei
oVtl''water. wch 'opens.
WUJiam.Mjf qfrmany.
dred "marines and, a cr
e
vt
iii-,
ould be ab!a to
delegate to
down
tragonJS Sadder, still
bemused in
....lapldie
1
- nintjOj,
lcohoi;-Miim
.
com"a
'Ul
';
ternational';congr8a!'',on.'
-,'' army ,iar,xney lYf.aii-he- kf
aigPn against Ticarag.
,
his impenai
at
To lend encourage-no- - t. ...
.ioinf
othar (' - ip ;the '.mud'
the..
longer look to their Bsnal ' ration ment to the league workers in their ta. 3 i r
beerganL..
Tk4yvess&Va stores',:
of Schnapps' for courage and wreten fight against the army canteen", Mr. Dieted.
;
board Js being light;
ance, for in its place tney sow una Munroe quoted from statements- made
One of the features of the t. ,t rlnea will
,
probably La
bottled lemon soda."
berman
to
Lonthe
delegates
byjthe
session will be, It is" believed, the ashc
The transport
,
Thls statement was made last night don congress as to what already has fight for .the
passa 3 of a separate the aa.y yard here, may ; , 3 o i
by C. Rowland Munroe, of New Jer-- been accomplished with the ruler and statehood bill for the,, territories of the
place of the Prr.lrle. hut s!
sey, before the conference of super- army of Germany, the most noted New Mexico and Arizona. President
far from being t pared for a
intendents of the National Antl-Sa- on
beer drinking nation
earth.
Taft la known tafavor immediate state- - 'voyaare.

fli
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Yesterday afternoon, foJlpwih
ments made, on a dsmurrer ' ,3 :.
.'i
counsel for Lou Glese, charge 0
embezzlement of 'funds belojk.. 'V-thEast ''Bide fire department,
coi' dismissed the two indictments.
Giese, Vho has ben ft jail .under
$1,000 bond, had the same reduced
to $300 and la held In that unj to
await the action of the next t ritorial
grand jury. In default of bail he is in
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CHy, Dee. 4. Because- her
born waa not a boy, Marie Isa

,
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CONGRESS MAY

BABY GIRL ALIVE

Mexico

first
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SIXTY-FIRS- T

DISAPPOINTED MOTHER

QUASHES

RIOT

Harmon today ordered the Eighth regiment of the Ohio national guard
and part of the Seventh and Fourth
regiments to proceed at once to
Bridgeport, where two guards In the
mills of the Aetna Standard com
pany were wounded In a bloody riot

berg lived but a short time after being found. There Is so clue to the last night
,
murderer.

'.lie

.
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WAR EXTENDS TO
Philadelphia, Dec. op"
Anson,
AN ARIZONA TOWN veteran baseball man, wants ' to be
of the Rational" Baseball
Nogales, Ariz., Deci 4. It is believed president

city. A Chinaman was found

HEAVILY

Manila p. L. Dec. 4. Fanatical
Moros and Sananos forced a fight on1,
a detachment of constabulary under
the command of a lieutenant hear
Mount Mallndang, Mindanao island; -last Sunday. Six members-o- ' the con- and one pc s
stabulary, four , porter?
licemen were killed ' and a score
wounded. The Moros left twenty of
their number dead when they finally
scattered. Some four thousand fann-- i
tlcu gathered in lie vicinity of the.
mountain two weeks ago ana uover- nor Pershing anticipated trouble. Coo-- ,
stabulary reinforcements nave bee.t f
sent to the scene of tne ngnx, dui tan
tribesmen are now returning to. their
'
.
.:
homes. ,
y
'
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-

TONG

last night near here and several arrests have been made In the .Chinese
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LEFT TWENTY OF THEIR DEAD
.ON FIELD WHENj- - THEY
m
RETREATED

.

Disaster Off' Pacific Coast.
Portland, Ore'., Dec. 4.- - Advices received by the United States weather
bureau in this" city : from Tatoosh,
Wash., state that the British fourmasted bark Matterhorn, foundered at
miles off
sea, November
Umatilla reef. The ' first mate, steward and four sailors were drowned.
Twenty-seve- n
of the crew were saved,
of, whom eight are at the
station at Tatoosh island and nineteen "POP" ANSON WOULD
are on the Umatilla lightship.
,
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TRIBESMEN

Washington, Dec. 4. Recalling the
fact that the leading political parties
during their last national conventions
pledged themselves to the passage of
statehood bills, George Curry, who recently resigned the governorship of
New Mexico, in his annual report to
Secretary Richard A. Ballinger, of the
interior, urges .that that official use
his influence ovard obtaining statehood for the territory at the coming
session of congress.
"We have, saya the report, "a population of nearly half a million, ' the
majority of whom are descendants of
race, the balance are
the Anglo-Saxo- n
citizens who are as
Spanish-America- n
and as good a people as
ever lived in any Btate or territory.
They have always been loyal to our
country and to our flag- Recommendation is niade for--- the
creation of another Judicial district
in the northern part Of the territory.
The criminal laws, It is declared are
being as vigorously enforced as those
In any state.
Conditions in the territory, says
the governor, have been as good as
during the previous1 year. The Immigration, while somewhat , diminished,
has been of a more substantial char
acter, and in no public interest has
there been a greater advance than in
education.

London, Dec. 4. All hope of the
survival of the passengers and crew
of the Isle of Man steamer Elian
Vannln, was abandoned oday when
portion of tho steamer's upper work
and small boats picked up on the
banks of Mersey isle, were identified
as belonging to the missing vessel.
The Elian Vannin carried twelve
passengers and a crew of twentyone
"
:'
men.
.;'':,
The little steamer was the mascot
of the Isle of Man steam packet com
proverpany's fleet and her luck was
'
bial. For . forty-nin- e
years she had
successfully ridden the seas and nev
er lost a passenger. The loss of the
steamer Thlstlemore, oft Appledore,
bay,, was confirmed, to
day, but several of her crew of thir
saved.ty were
'
";; The gale, continued with' unabated
severity over the Irish;,, channel' to
v
day.
'

the Chinese Tong war, that originat
ed in San Francisco, has reached this

GOVERNMENT FORCE HAD ELEVEN KILLED AND SCORE
' WOUNDED

AL
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WITB E1FHCBL1V

DELAY IS UNJUST EEFliLSED

ESTABLISHMENT
WOULD FACILI
TATE COURT MATTERS SAY8
: EXECUTIVE
h
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MEXICO NOW BOASTS
MOST HALF A MILLION
POPULATION

iEW

BAGING

MYSTERIOUS TRIPLE KILLING

Pittsburg, Kans., Dec. 4. Follow
ing the mysterious murder a week
ago of 'William Bork, his wife and
their child, another atrocious murder
today has put, this and other towns
In the "vicinity in' a frenzy of excitement. Miss Goldie Ingberg was
murdered and robbed at her home In
this city early today. Her assailant
forced carbolic acid down the girl's
tore her diamond earrings on
throat
i vwC?,
,no.tnalt:
of her ears, then dragged her to the
The quarr-e- between
where ,she was found
front,
Whitney, of the JBrotfterbood, f Rail- later porch,
who was awkun-eher
mother,
by
way Trainmen, fand J?flesidnt Haw-ley- ,
moans. Miss Ing
her
daughter's
by
of the Switchmen' Pinion, H the
latest development in . the big; .8trike.
Whitney says that the
Switchmen's ' Union In r calling the
strike, was "unfair to the brotherhood,", unfair with their own members
and unfair with the - railroads." To
this Hawley retorted today: "Whitney's statement Is a lame and contemptible excuse for the men,, who he
V
rrn L..L Mn
mania
Mashinglo'nVw Dec. ' 4. ""Emperor
l

I

;
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KEPI

WASHED

WRECKAGE

1IURDER

ATROCIOUS

RAILROADS REFUSE TO TREAT
;.

;

cm lire

GALE

'

1
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'

PLEDGE I)

;

'

v

"

MAN

Chcjigo, Dec. 4. The Chicago Tribun this morning ay:
"The United States l, threftened with the greatest railroad strike In
the history of the nation. Practically every railroad line in the country, Including all of the pig systems. Is In Imminent danger of being completely
ticd-u- p
by a general walkout on the part of its operating employes this
f '.
month.'
." I
"Ths officers of the various union organizations, comprising the switchmen, engineers and firemen, have agreed upon a uniform demand of a ten
"
v , . .
percent wage "Increase without deviation or compromise.
"That the crisis Is approaching rapidly was indicated yesterday by the
announcement in New York by officers of the Brotherhood of Railway
Trainmen that they would present their' demands en the eleventh of this
month and that a wage conference would begin on the fifteenth.
"Although every effort will be made, to avert a general strike, It 'is impossible at this time to predict the outcome of this conference.
"So serious has the .situation become that-thiweek the railroad officials quietly notified the largest shippers along their lines that they had
so notified, Includ- t best prepare for such an emergency and the shippers
Ing coal mining companies, manufacturers, jobbers, shippers of grain and
other foodstuffs, have been exerting themselves to the utmost to lay in
stocks and distribute products to the consuming centers."

"thKL!

Laramie, Dc;4. The government
thermometer at the University, of Wyo
ming registered eleven degrees below CREWS AND PASSENGERS PERISH GOVERNOR PLEADS FOR EARLY MOROS MAKE ATTACK
zero lost night. Eighten below was
DETACHMENT OF
;
STATEHOOD IN ANNUAL
WHEN STEAMERS GO TO
reported at Green Rivar, Wyp. The
STABULARY,
REPORT
atorm Is general over southern Wyo
PIECES
ming, all trains being delayed. ., ,
V
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THE RAILROAD:

IN
1

WORl-- D

tenance and operation. It
that it cost over 1000 per mile more
to operate their electrical locomotives
than- it did to pull their trains with
the steam power. This was enough to
change the policy. It was thought at
one time that the entire series of railwas-fo-

ECTRICAL

-

::oTiE Fo:;;:;
Ui'lSATISFACTGilV

.

road 'systems in Switzerland ' would
be electrified. But they are thinking
different things now. i '
"EN' NES PROPELLED BY ELECAs a result of the, recent tests on
TRICITY NOT A SUC- roads in America and ether nathe
'
'
tions it has developed that the . elec;
CESS
tric locomotive will be introduced only on lines with very heavy grades
and' dense traffic and on divisions
::ave
where long low tunnels occur. And
the Conditions in Switzerland are far
immense. Ordert fo,r Steam Locomo- more , favorable than In any other
for
tives. DiJring Past Year Tell a Story country therefore the outlook
Swiss Railroad Goes Back'to Old electricity In the United States looks
:- Style No More Low Rates After bad- Then there is another reason why
January 1, 1910 Increased Earn
," "ings.
"'V; the recent Switzerland failure is a
criterion of future conditions in the
Since the Santa Fe Railway has railroad work. In Switzerland the
purchased their new Mallet compound coal has to be imported at an immense
locomotives at an expense of $30, cost This means that the fuel supply
000 each and since the announcement for, their steam locomotives is conof their intentions to huild more en siderable more than in this country.
Then again the Water conditidnsin
glnes has been made the question has
come up in railroad circles when will that country are most radically fav- electricity take the place of steam orable to the prorogation of 'electricand when will the electrical locomc-- ity are the best in the world and
as
tire be substituted for the steam pow- their disadvantages for steam are
er driven monsters of today?
prominent Failure to succeed under
v
The last reports from the motive these conditions is anything but' enpower departments of the railroads couraging to those who have looked
over the country show that during the forward to the use of electricity for
last year the orders for steam loco- the operation of the ordinary railroads
' f)
motives were never so heavy. Orders of this country.
and deliveries reaching up into the
hundreds are made dally. The two RAILROAD- - NOTES
only, locomotive, works in the country
Engineer Holmes has reported for
the American and the Baldwin are duty after enjoying a fewdaya of
making the greatest output in his- rest in the Meadow City.'; ,iS
tory and the roads that build their . Conductor J. V. Council I? comown locomotives are assembling them pelled to reatreat from" the box cars
In a mighty rush.
for a few days on account of sickThen, too; there has been an In- - ness.
creased demand for the electrical lo-Fireman Clifford' Trainer is again
but they have all been in back at his old tricks at the Are box;
; comotives
the east where the congestion of traf--j on engine No. 1213 after being off for
flc the fight against smoke and the a short time.
expense of operation together with
Fireman G. S. Vogel has reported
the cost in fuel is almost a minor for duty on engine No. 1602 to which
matter when the- time and the sched- engine he was recently assigned for
ule and .the speed of their trains is regular duty.
"
considered.
' George J. Hesting is marked up on
.
An interesting . Item to railroad, the "slow board" at the local shops
men,, that, has occupied the leading as a new man in the capacity of firerole in the private car( conversation man on this division.
has struck Las Vegas and is untanglBrakeman H. M. Sweezy was off
ing some of the mysteries of the past duty yesterday in the interest of the
'
that always arose when a. new pur duties of the B. of R. T. lodge, of
chase or steam locomotives was made., which he is an important officer. .1
The announcement . has ; just been Brakeman J. A. Lucas, who was
made that the Swiss railway admin- formerly in the employ of the Santa
istration has decided to go back to Fe company, is visiting in the city
the use of steam locomotives on the from Wlnslow, Ariz., for a few days.
SeebachAVettlngen .railway after 'two
Fireman J. 'M. Sundt is quite ill at
years trial of the electrical locomo- - his home on National avenue. Fire
"w3f It was two years ago when man
Skyles will have charge of Fire
man Sundt s run while he is ab.
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"WTC"lafHrt anil It. vu thuitrht sent'
i
..,iat time that the modern motive
Brakeman John Young was taken
w
ft? had changed its course tne out of the freight service yesterday
K eamY locomotives were a ' thing of and ,sent east as flagman on Conduct

wSat

'

i

.
a rvnnf
,
jnut ii Swiss railway has been
held. up as an example by. many of
the VrioJern American railroads of today, YChe, main reason for the abolition f the electrical driven engines
was on account of the cost, of main- -
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IIDS AND
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ITCHED
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:

YEARS

or Fugate's crew in. the passenger
service.
Brakeman F. J. Volkers of the Las
Vegas division was1 sent east yester
day on Conductor Leach's car, taking
the place of the regular brakeman
who Is off duty.
Conductor Deubler had charge of
train No. 39, the produce train into
this point yesterday, while Conductor
C. E. Rainey
handled the train as
'
far as Albuquerque.
G. R. Trendley is a new brake club
artist out of this division in the
freight service, having been given a
place on the "hungry list" in the local yard office yesterday.
Conductor T. V. Bryant who as
been serving as a member of the
petit jury for the "past three weeks,
has been discharged from that body
and has returned to his duties.
After being off duty, serving on the
petit jury for the past three weeks,
Brakeman Sam North has" reported
for duty in the passenger service
again and is right on the job as us,
ual.
,
Conductor Moye and crew had a
'back, up" to Ojita yesterday afternoon to bring in a train which had
been- under the charge of Conductor
McDonald but which train the federal
law stopped at that point
.. .Conductor J. B. Crane has moved
his household effects into No. 414
Washington 'street, , where Mr. Crane
and his family will locate permanently. ConductorCrane, has just moved
his family here from Raton.
Porter Shanks has resigned his
position here with' the Santa Fe, the
vacancy being filled by Porter H. F.
Carroll. It was reported a few days
ago that Shanks had resigned, but
it did not take effect until' yesterday.
Conductor L. D, Leeper is able to
' "n duty again after being off for
1
days nursing a badly mashed
and
v He reported yesterday
out yesterday afternoon in
of Conductor Council's car,
'
'.,".
er being sick.
.kemaB E. A. Young who "blew';
..i iije Just recently, and was banded a job on the Las
i
division, waa hand d a
hi
i
as
arid
''resigned
yesteru.iy
will, travel to .fcer
bpr'
j
parts for nployment.,
CondiaS r, L.. Ctevenger has j returned to tL city from San Dom?iso.
where he has brn for some tiaie past
running on the "tie" train on that
branch. As this service has benn suspended, Conductor Clevnger will do
duty out of Las Vegas again.
better
Conductor Jack Mulhern,
known as "Red" Mulhern, as the
proud possessor of a brand new $110
'

Suffered Terribly from Eczema
which Made Hands and Feet Swell,
Arms Affected,
V Peel and Get Raw
Too Gave Up Hope of Cure.

USED: CUTICURA AND
WAS QUICKLY CURED

I

'

.4'

--

f;i

..

1

on my bands,
arm and feet for about twelve years,
would
a well, sweat
bands
and
feet
my
and itoh, then would become callous
' and get very dry, then peel off and
raw-- X tried most every kind of
vselve and ointment without success.
only got temporary relief; As soon as I
Wuuld leave off using them I would be
aa bad aa even I tried several doctors,
took arsenic for two years and at last
.gave up thinking there waa a cure for
eesema. A friend of mine insisted on
my trying the Cuticura Kennedies but,
supposing they were the same as other
'cures' I bad tried, I did not give them
trial until I got so bad that I bad to
do something. I secured a cake of Cuticura Soap, a box of Cuticura Ointment and a bottle of Cuticura Resolvent
and by the time they were used I could
improvement and nay hands
d feet were healed up in no time. I
ed
r
several bottles of Cuticura
This was over a
ago and
ve had, no trouble since.yearI think I
entirely cured. Charles T. Bauer,
s). 65, Volsnt, Pa., Mar. 11, asu8.''
1 suffered froth eczema

'
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ABIES CURE
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uiTorturing,
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have led to their adop- tion In countless homes
a .pncelees treatment
J
I
I
1

-
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1

rashes, and

Peedily cured, in tlf.
,os, when all else fails.
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MOTORS SAID INCURABLE
RELIEVED BY

PE-RU-l- lA.

ft

v Mrs. C Wester
137 Main St, 5f
VMcnasha, Wls.fv

V4

Catarrh XV;
or, tne ryrt

;Momacn.
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NEW

ABSTRACT AGENCY
FORMED AT 8ANTA FE
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 4. Incorporation papers were filed yesterday In
the office, of Territorial Secretary
Nathan Jaffa by the Santa Fe Abstract,
Realty and Insurance company agen-

cy with headquarters

in Santa Fe.

A. B. Renehan is named as the New
Mexico agent The capitalization IS
$15,000,. divided into 150 shares. The

Robust and StrongSplendid Appetite.

:

.

Mrs. E. West, 187 Main St., Menasha, Wis,, writes:
'We have used Peruna in our family for a number of years and when I
sax that it is a fine medicine for catarrh and colds, I know what I am talking
''
i
about. '
have taken it every Spring and Fall for fonr years, and 1 find that it
keeps me robust, strong, with splendid appetite, and free from any illness.
- "A few years ago it cored me of catarrh of the stomach, which the doctors
"' '
had pronounced incurable.
- "i am very mucn pieaseu wim rrniu., "Words cannot express my praise for
Bowels and Stomach.
tonic. ' I weighed only ninety
your
Miss Mary Jones, 7918 Reynolds Ave.,
pounds before taking Peruna, now
Chicago, 111., writes:
nineteen pounds." '
'I can recommend Peruna as a good
Catarrh of Internal Organs.
medicine for chronic catarrh of the
Mrs. B. H. Jackson, R. F. D. 6, Newtroubhaveieen
I
bowels and stomach.
man, Gan writes : "I have had catarrh
led severely with it for over three years. of the Internal organs for more than a
'One year ago I began to take Peruna, year. I tried other medicines without
the wonderful tonic for women, and I any benefit
notioed a wonderful Improvement at "I was persuaded to give Peruna a
once. I took six bottles in succession and trial, and.the first bottle proved a godI always have it on hand to take some send, and after taking ten bottles I hav
now and then when my cough is bad. received a permanent cure." '
Ask Your Druggist for a Free Peruna Almanac for '19101
1

"

d

company will commence business with
$10,000. The . incorporators and directors are: A. B. Rienehan, 44 shares,
E. P. Davies 44 shares, George M.
A girl likes to fool a man so she
Klnsell 7 shares, Paul Butt, 5 shares, can convince him she didn't -

A man's own

faults never
to anybody else's.

reconcile-hi-

Agents BUTTERICK' PATTERNS

T1

New Mexico's

NfilV

Largest, Most
Modern

Store

TfhS'l

rso

11.000

fl rfrwaetof

1062

EdTABLKSHED

Necessiti
Opting Flrxtnel Good
Caildren's Outing Flannel Gowns, well and neatly
made from good quality of flanrlel
G5o
Ladies' Outing Flannel Gowns, full sizes, good colors,
,
,
nicsy trimmed with braid
65o
Ladies' Outing Flannel Gowns, trimmed with braid, and having
collars and cuffs of contrasting colors, good weight
OOo
Ladies' Outing Flannel Gowns, well made from an extra
rT
grade of flannel, an exceptional value.
$1,00
Ladies' Outing Flannel Skirts, knee length, a variety
of colors and patterns, heavy quality
,..&5o

s,

Ladies' Sweaters-

-

$4.00 to 15.00 Sweaters,

for
$6.00 to $7.00 Sweaters,
for
$8.00 to $8.60 Sweaters,
for

y
"

v

Ladies' Knit Skirts, knee
in all desirable colore, at
prices.
35o Skirts, for.i
;
750 Skirts, for...

Santa Glaus
arrived in his gasless
baloon made a safe anchorage on the roof-to-ok
po8e8sion of Toy-lan- d
and fays to every
boy and girl, "Meet me
at ,

$3.60
,..$5 00
.

...

'.

Knit Skirts

and $3.60 Sweaters,
for
.......-..'$U-

13.00

$6.00

teawalfs

Infants' Knit Goods

large and attractive line of
Infants' knit Sacqnes in white, blue
and pink, at 85o, 60, 65c, $1.00, $125.
A

$1.00
,

Skirts, Jor
Skirts, for .4
$1.50 Skirts, for

, $L25

;

length,
special

25o

60c

r

75o
$1.00
;$1.15

Infants' Dootees

.

-

in a laige and varied assortment of

styles, qualities and colors
15c, 20c, 26o,35o, and 60c.

at

10c,

.

Dress Good
r

e

wnmii

lh.

,

4,

enger rates In the west. The railroad officials believe that they are
in making reduced
not warranted
ratea for any or caslon inasmuch as
the state legislatures which passed
passenger laws told the railroads
to stick to two cents as a minimum
rate and they would make money.
Henry U. Mudge, who, as president
of the Rock Island system, will now
have sway over 8,000 miles of railroad,
reaching from Chicago to Denver "and
from St. Paul to the Gulf of Mexico,
is a graduate of the "school of hard
knocks." "Hard work and plenty of
It" has been his motto throughout his
railroad experience. His first railroad
job was as water boy for his fathers'
construction gang, building the Santa
Fe westward at Larned, Kansas. He
was then a little over 14 years of
age, having been born at MInden, in.
the state of Michigan, ' In 1856. In
June, 1872, he became night operator
at Peace, a now unmarked and forgotten spot on the Santa 'Fe west
of Hutchinson, Kansas. His stay-thewas brief, and shortly afterward he alighted from a freight train
at Carbondale, 111., with 50 cents In
his pocket and assumed the duties of
night operator, freight hustler and a
general factotum at $50 a month. He
stayed at Carbondale for three years,
the time probably being prolonged
because It was there helmet the woman who afterward
became Mrs,
Mudge. Leaving Carbondale, he be-- t
came a baggageman on the run into
Denver, and during the next; twelve
or fourteen years was successively
brakeman, conductor, train dispatch-- "
er and roadmaster. Id 1889 he jumped
from roadmaster to tranlmaster at
San . Marclal, then became assistant
superintendent of a division, and superintendent of the Rio Grande division. In 1896 was promoted to general
superintendent of the entire Santa
Fe system, with headquarters at To--- ,
peka.' He was appointed general man- - j
ager of the Santa Fe in January,
1900, and five years later left the road
to become second
of the
Rock Island, in charge of the operating department, at Chicago,

:

a.

they have a
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Howard watch,, which he la" showing
around among his friends with an air
Jack keeps the
of "Importance."
new- - time piece carefully concealed
In a 'chamois bag.
Fireman J. F. Jackson has taken a
around
few days' layoff to wrestle
with a cinder which he accldently
got in his eye yesterday. Fireman Allen Carter will make more cinders
fly until Flrema Jackson locates the
"
stray one.
Conductor Hetzler of Jhe Las
division, was sent
east yesterday In charge of a. stock
train on account of the, shortage of
north end crews at this place. Conductor Hetzler left here under a seventeen-mile
an hour schedule which
he experienced no trouble In making.
The rapid increase that 'has been
made during the last few years in the
size of engines has made necessary
an Increased wrecker on all divisions
where they were placed In service.
The new ones In service on he Santu
Fe mountain division are equipped
with
both
and double
single
lines for use In lifting which will
greatly facilitate that work,, as the
old system of using lines caused a
great deal of unnecessary delay on
the. minor lifts necessary many times
to clear a track.
The- - legislative representatives
of
the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen,
which ,met at Indianapolis, went on
to the"
record as being opposed
'
passage of laws which unjustly
decrease t'he earnings of railroads.
A resolution to this effect was adopted. . "We believe the interests of the
railroads and the employes are mutual, and the passageof any laws
which would "unjustly decrease the
earnings of the companies would tend
also to decrease the earnings of the
men," said Fred L. Feick, chairman
of the board.
,
5
The salary advance of
per
month for operators announced by
the head of the Santa Fe Railway
telegraph department, was entirely
voluntary. 'No demands had been
made by the telegraphers, who are
unorganized' and the increase was
given by the company "in recognition
of efficiency and to encourage loyal
ty," according' to bulletins, sent out
announcing the increase in pay. The
operators on the system who have
charge of relay offices now average
about $85 per, month, while wire
chiefs receive about $115 and managers $125 a month. About 350 men will
benefit by the advance.
October) gross earnings of the. Union Pacific railroad company,! show
an Increase of $1,214,576 or nearly 16
ner cent over the figures for the cor
responding month last year. The to
tal was $8,890,381. Operating expenses
took less, than 44s per cent of ,the
gross income, ah extraordinarily flow
rate. The net revenue Increased $660,- 176, or 6 per cent. The Southern Pa
clflc gross earnings for October were
$12,654,702, an increase of $1,584,847,
or 14 per cent, and net income was
$5,3585,516 an increase or $1,387,346
or 35 per cent over those of a year
ago. The Southern Pacifio operated
on 55 per cent of the gross earnings.
The October gross earnings of the
Atchison, Topeka - & Santa Fe railroad were $9,444,348, an increase of
$1,166,032, or 13 per cent and net in
come was $3,278,864 an increase of
$571,001 or. 21 per cent The operating
expenses of the company amounted
to 62 per cent of its gross Income.
Western roads, through the Western
Passenger association, have
served notice on the Chicago associ
ation of Commerce and the commer
cial associations of other large cities
that no more reduced rates will be
granted for merchants' meetings. The
notice, sent out by Chairman
informed the association .. that
the Railroads of the Nirest and presumably those In the east bad decided
to abolish all reduced rates beginning
January 1, 1910. The only possible
exceptions to the new rule may be
the rates which are granted for
and summer
homeseekers
tourists. All reduced fates for merchants', meetings, state, fairs, .conventions and gatherings of all kinds are
to be discontinued. Such is the decision of the executlme committee
arrived at through orders direct from
the executive officers of the various
roads. This action was taken owing
to the situation with respect to pass
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Chiffon Broadcloth, an unusually pretty
- fabric in all the desirable
colors, worth
$2.60 per yard, for only..
$2.15
h

ts"-.- l

To

Xs

bexvccvoX

52-in-

MANUFCTUPCO

B TH

CALIFORrllA
Fig Syrup Co.

SOLD BY LEADING DRUGGISTS

I

..i

Broadcloth in all the staple colors, very
pretty and serviceable cloth, worth $1.25 per
yard, for
J
$1.00

50 A BOTTLE

56-in-

Ladies' Cloth, or light weight Broadcloth
in the staple shades, suitable for suits or dresses
worth 75o.yard, only.
....... 59c

Batiste all the popular colors and a very
deeirablefabric, worth 75o yard, only
59c
h

Prunella Cloth in the new Fall shades
one of the most popular cloths of the
season,
worth 11.00 per yard, only
89C
h

Serge and Panama cloth, in all staple
both one and two color effects, worth
wo per yara, only
4q0
h

co-lor- s,
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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la::e backs feel
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out the assistance of the Internation
al Marriage company, tor the com
;
,'
is broke.
t '.
AFTEU FEW DOSES pany
Who Will Be the Next .Governor of
'
the Empire State
A real surprise awalta
on. Now that the smoke of the late
GET BUSY ferer from kidney or bladder trouble election has cleared away, the analy
who takes several doses of
Pape's sis of the balloting has brought to
Diuretic. Jllsery in the back, sides light various interesting facts. The
CROOKS FLOCK TO NEW YORK or loins, sick headache, nervousness, most significant of these is the cerrheumatism , pains, heart palpitations, tainty that
Theodore
FOR THE HOLIDAY
dizziness,
will
next
be
inflamed
or
the
Roosevelt
governor
sleeplessness,
RUSH
swollen eyelids, lack of energy and of New York, if, in the words of
all symptoms of
kidneys Tim Woodruff, titular head ot the Re, ,
simply vanish.
York state,
SEEK Elffl HARVEST Uncontrollable urination fesoecial- - publican machine In New
he cares to lift his little nnger to
lr at night), smarting, offensive and get the nomination." For a man who
discolored water and other bladder is lifting his rifle in Africa every day
PoUce Have Their Hands Full
During misery ends.
to bring down big game, this would
the
of
the Buying Season
Height
, The moment you suspect kidney seem a small effort, and even (though
International Marriage Company no
More Would Make Roosevelt Next or urinary disorder, or feel any rheu- Mr. Roosevelt's ambition as generalGovernor other Gotham News of matism, begin taking this harmless ly stated Is believed to he to succeed
medicine, with the knowledge that Senator Depew in the United States
Interest. .
there is, no other remedy, at any senate, it: is now generally thought
made
New York, Dec. 4. Although Christ price, which anywhere else ia the here that the governorship of the Em
will
world,
so thorough pire state would appeal to him 'even
inas is j still more than three weeks and prompt a cureeffect
as a' fifty-cen- t
more. It Is a matter of common knowlthe
annual Influx of grafters treatment of
distant,
which
Diuretic,
Pape's
edge that in spite of his work in the
which the holiday eeasoa '
always any druggist can supply. .
last
presidential campaign. Governor
onngs - to wew York has already It is needless to feel miserable and
refusal to . play party poli
Hughes'
to
grown
such proportions that the worried, because this unusual prepa- tics
cost of his personal
the
at
police are at their wits ends In their ration goes at once to the
him unpopular with
has
made
pledges
endeavors-- ' to protect ronr all sorts der
His
kidneys and urinary system, dis- -' the organization
of swindling
;
schemes the pocket tributlng its cleansing, healing and stand on the anti-rac- e politicians.
track
gambling
"books which keep Santa Claus In
strengthening Influence directly upon Issue in which he was victorious by
business.- - From every) part of the the organs and
glands affected, and one vote did not strengthen him along
country slick beggars, fake solllctors oompletes the cure before you real machine lines. Other similar issues
' '.
and thieves of all kinds flock to this ize it
in which he has subordinated the ad
ity which Is recognized as the panYour physician, pharmacist, banker vice of 'the party leaders to his. peruauuior b yarauise curing tne pre- - or any ' mercantile agency will tell sonal ideas of his duty have had a
vnnstmas period. Not only the po you that Pape, Thompson & Pape, of similar effect. The last election shows
lice but societies organized to prevent Cincinnati, is a large and responsible the need of a strong man as thechiei
charitable Impostures as well find medicine concern, thoroughly worthy Republican candidate at the next state
'
their hands full more than full In of your confidence.
election if , victory is to be obtained,
dealing with this gentry.' New York
Only curative - results' can come and in looking over the neid or ac
tLt Christmas time is- always the mec- - from' taking Pape's Diuretic, and a
ceptable candidates the, leaders hsve
a of the members pf the under world, few days' treatment will make any already hit upon Mr. ltoosevelt. That
Trot never before has the invasion one feel fine.
Boss Woodruff Is right in saying that
Jeen so early or so large. Last year Accept only Pape's Diuretic fifty-cen- t Roosevelt can have the nomination
treatment any drug store any- with a certainty of election if he
tna enects or the 1907 panic were
'
still present and the grafters did less where in the world.
wants it is doubted by few and New
business than Santa Claus. But this
York may yet fitness the unparallel
year the wave of prosperity, after six Italians had as Its object the Join ed event of an
returning
two lean seasons has proven a mag ing In matrimony of wealthy New to the- governorship fijom which he
net to draw the undesirables to the York girls, longing for a title, with was originally promoted.
city to such an extent that the police impecunious Italian noblemen whose Theodore Ruggles Timby Never Re- have been unable to protect the pub- - title was their only asset To ac
.
celved His Just Dues.
lie from their schemes. The games complish this purpose the organizers
not one person in 10,000
Probably
wlth which these sharpers xuse' to ob got together a fund of about $25,000,
ever heard of Theodore Ruggles Tim
a
Here
ex
to
and
ies9
tain, money
picked out half a dozen young Ital by, who died here recently at the age
- tent
throughout the country are al- ians whose titles were as long as of 91 years. Nevertheless he spent the
most numberless. Such characters as their purses were short, and then
years of his life In an ef
Fruzzle Driftwood, Mike the Bite, made up a list of marriageable fem- last forty
fort to- prove that he and not John
Smoke Haired Thompson, One Blink inine wealth known to have titular Erlccson invented the
revolving tur
Smith,' and a small army of greater aspirations. Of course no direct ap ret, which on the Monitor helped to
or less fame in the underworld are proach was made In any case. Noth make so much history in the bat
already working ingenious schemes ing so crude as the offer of a title in tle of .that craft with the Merrimac
to defraud the public in behalf of al exchange for money was attempted, in Hampton
Roads. Dr. Tlmby's claims
leged charities. Practically every line Instead the 25,000 fund was used to although never, officially recognized
funds
to
this
for
noblemen
of opportunity
soliciting
bring the six Italian
the government, reeclv-e- the back
for charitable purposes is already .be country, and to finance them in a so- by
of many authorities. John F. win
ing
ing overworked by bogus charitable cial career which should ultimately slow, contractor and builder of the
solicitors who ask for money for ev afford the proper opportunity for the Monitor, in a letter to Dr. "Timby,
ery conceivable sort of cause from al desired alliance of title ana dollars, written in
his claim
newsboys' Christmas dinner to the The profits of the organizers were to as the inventor of the Monitors re
solicitation of medicines, old clothes cpme- from the percentage of. wealth volving turret, and the United States
and books for various homes. In such married by each title possessor to oe Patent Office has certified that among
cases the contributions are converted paid as soon as the minister had said its records is a caveat filed by Dr.
into cash without delay. Already, it is the final word of,, the 6cheme. so Timby on January 18, 1843, "for
estimated, Christmas grafters have beautiful In its apparent possibilities metallic revolving fort to be used on
Obtained more than $1,000,000 in New The venure
failed, presumably for
or water and to be revolved by
d
and prosper the same reason that has caused many land;
York from
engines located within the
propelling
ous persons who have believed the another failure lack of working cap- same." The
Patent omce also cert
ears
these
their
Into
came.
noblemen
by
The
ital.
Italian
tales poured
They ified to the filing of broader specifi
au
swindlers.
industrious
lived in the best hotels, rods' in
cations covering improvements in a
tomobiles and entertained lavishly.
Marriage Trust Is No More.
battery tower" by Dr. Tim' The international marriage trust is But when the $25,000 had .been spent "revolving
Mn 1862. The New York legislaby
"
no more, at least so far as New York not a single engagement, to say noth ture took the matter up in 1900 and
is concerned, and with its passing ing of a marriage, had come to pass
a concurrent resolution asking
comes the end of one of the most .re The impecunious titled Italians then passed
congress
give Dr. Timby recognimarkable business undertakings which dropped suddenly out of sight, In the tion. The ,toclaim
was pushed by the
this city has ever seen. The organ future if an American heiress does Patriotic
of the Revolution,
ization which was founded here by marry a title it will be entirely with- - of which League
Dr. Tlmby's friend, Mrs.
Titcomb, is president and a number
of prominent men are enlisted, in
the fight which Dr. Tlmby's friends
say will be carried on until the history book 8 are set right.
Miss Edna Buckler, a Prominent
A Mammoth Piece of Dental Work.
' What
will probably stand for a long
Young Lady of Hume, III., Praises
time as the biggest piece of dental
Sully's Pure Malt Whiskey (or work on record
was performed last
' Restoring Her lo Health and week. It really was more
of an engineering problem and Involved tha
Vigor Alter Being Very Weak
use of sledge hammers, drills and
and "Run Down" She Recomvarious other similar paraphernalia
mends It to All In Need of a Tonic in the filling of a cavity Ccur Inches
Stimulant That Makes the Old square by three inches deep, Into
- Young and the Young
an ordinary brick cou'd have
Energetic which
been thrust The cavity in question,
and Vigorous.
however, was not in the tooth of a
Miss Buckler recently wrote : "I human being but in one of the lower
molars of Gunda, the big elephant
was very weak and run down, had at
the Bronx Zoo. When the paschy-delno life or energy, was very much in
. refused her regular food
last
need of something that would tone
Thursday, and event distained all
tip my system and enrich my blood. sorts of dainties, the keepers knew
On the advice of friends I began takthat something was ..radically wrong.
ing Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey, and That the trouble was a raging toothit immediately put new life into me. ache "was discovered through a swellmm
i
I '
I fel wonderfully better, and would ing on her jaw. By means pt crowbars and blacks of wood her mouth
advise any one needing a tonic stim'Miss edna buckler. .
was forced open and a careful dental
s
to
take
and
Pue
them
Duffy
vigorous
ulant that will make
strong
made. As a result a huge
Malt Whiskey." Every testimonial is published ia good Taith, and i3 examination'
cavity was discovered which it was
guaranteed.
at once decided to fill. Gunda was
Men and women in all walks of life testify to the great good debound down to the floor
world's
the
Malt
Pure
greatest accordingly
Whiskey,
rived from the use of Duffy's
with. great chains and belt and her
v
'
'
C
tonic stimulant.
trunk was secured. But Gunda, seeming to realize her condition, gave no
trouble and after two hours work
'
the. cavity, was scraped, cut out with
i
chisels and hammers, sprayed with
vounsr. strone and vigorous and have on your
wioli tn
c
it
an
solution and filled with
Whiskey
perfect. health, take Duffy's Pure Malt the
amalgam. Upon her release Gunda
)Cheeksthe glow-oheart trumpeted with joy-anwhen her
according to directions. It tones and strengthens
entire
dentist visited her later in the day
the
sysnd
action.
purifiesshe showed her gratitude by raising
tem. It is recognized as a family
him to her back with her trunk.
medicine

t:
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DRAND

This, of all times ot the year,
Is when the merchant should '
advertise. Christmas shoppers ,
eagerly scan the . advertising
columns of the Weal newspapers during the holiday season 4.
to ascertain what 'merchant has
the most attractive offerings. '
The merchants who advertise
consequently are the ones who
get the business.
Proof 'positive that adverthe pro
tising pays, and pays
e
merch- gressive and
ant is evidenced by the $hou
sands of dollars spent yearly
by the big city - department
stores and by the mall order J
houses. If the local merchant
advertises liberally, then he Is
able to compete with the mall
order house and the JDenver,
Kansas City and Chicago department stores, which alio do
a mammoth mall order business. If he does not advertise
in the local paper, then those
foreign houses have a distinct
advantage over him.
Las Vegas people will buy
here every time, providing
they can get what they want:
Liberal advertising by the local
merchant will convince them
that they can buy right here
at home, and at the same price
or maybe cheaper, than what
they have been in the habit of
sending away for.
The progressive merchant always advertises. For instance'
the advertising columns of The
Optic prove this. The biggest
and best firms in Las Vegas are
liberal In the use of printer's
Ink. Thats why they are doing more business and have
finer stores than "those who do
not advertise.
' The Christmas rush is now
on. Not many more shopping
days remain In. which to buy
your Christmas gifts. Shop
early, early In the day and
,
early In the month.

(Hickory Gnioliod)

V
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the finest flavor

out-of--

'

,

.

BRANDS

Iyour grocer

does not
keep them
he will
order them
for yoxi

-

o

'

Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing
,

&

Specialty.

'

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

.

,

SS, KELLY and

I

Ml

I.

.

and Dealer In

WOOL, iUBES

Mm

Mm,

Voga, M.M., Albuquerque,

ftooos.

Km

Mm,

''

Tuoumoarl,
Logan, Mm ff.. Trinidad, C&lorks'a

-

RAGmS-SAT7L-

Advertising in The Optk
Pays Try It and See.

A

"...?.,'...

M.

i

DAM WAGONS, tha Dost Farm

SUE.

.

and PSLTO

Hoamom ml

;

Eamt lam

CO.

(inoorpoimtd)

mmLESALE ' rjEsiQimtrrp

WHOLE OR
FOR
ADVERTISE-MENT- S
PAGE
MUST BE IN TWENTY-FOUR
HOURS "PREVIOUS
TO INSURE INSERTIONv ON
THE FOLLOWING DAY. COPY
FOR NEW ADVERTISEMENTS
OR CHANGES, MUST BE IN
BY 9 A. M. THE DAY OF

'

COHPaHY

of
Wholesalers
ISderolratar-iciigaGeneral

COPY
HALF

'

GHAR'.flO ILFEL0

.

'

,

'

They surpass ALL OTHER

wide-awak-

-

e

v.;-Hav-

,

Vaon mssTj

-

CO.. Vahlotea

EY

NAVAJO DLAEZZTS

;

good-nature-

,

.

m

i

Purer.laltUJhiskey

ii y

fct

anti-septi-

f

.larlv.

everywhere
When you mak yoor
CAUTION.
lor Duffy
druggist, grocer or dealer
, Pure Malt Whiskey be sum you get
the genuine. It's the only absolutely
malt whiskey and Is
pure medicinal sealed
bottles only
sold In large
never in bulk. Look for the tradeon the lamark, the "Old Chemist,"
over tne
seal
sure
the
make
bel, and
cork Is unbroken. Price $1.00. Write
MJt
Consulting Physician, Duffy
Kochester, N. Y., lor
See illustrated medical booklet and
free advice. .

DELEGATES NAMED TO
IMPORTANT CONVENTION
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 4 Governor
Curry has appointed the following delegates to the National Rivers and
Harbora Congress which will meet
at, Washington, D. C. on December
8
M. A. Otero of Santa Fa; W. H.
Andrews of Albuquerque; W. A. Fleming Jones of La Cruces, and Charles
A. Splass of I as Vegas.
--

-

Fortunate is the owner of a mule
who has no kick coming.

Retail Prices:
or
to
to
to
than

For That Dull Feeling After. Eating a,ooo lbs.,
100 lbs.
more; each delivery, 20c
I have used Chamberlain's Stom 1,000
a
oer
each
100 lbs.
lbs.,
lbs.,
25c
,000
delivery,
ach and Liver Tablets for some time,
lbs.
each
200
lbs.,
1,000
100
delivery, 30c per
and can testify that they have done
200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lb?.
50 lbs.,
me more good than any tablets I have
ever used. My trouble was a heavy . Less
50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.
dull feeling after eating. David Free
man, Kempt, Nova Scotia. These tab,
lets strengthen the stomach ad improve the digestion. . They also regEfarveisters,
and
Storers
Distributors
of
Natural
ulate the liver and bowels,' They
Ice, kz
are far superior to pills but cost no purity and lasting qualities of which have made Las Vep;a
more. Get a free sample at all dea famous. Office: 701 Douglas avenue.v
w ;
lers and see what a splendid medicine
It Is.
:

per

Ibn

PURA COMPANY

AQUA

-

Job was a patient man; but he didn't
have to fix the furnace.

Delay Has Been Dangerous In. East
Las Vegas
Do the

j

Browne

ACT QUICKLY

WHOLESALE GROCERS

Sd

right thing at the right time.

Act quickly in times of danger.-- (
Backache is kidney danger..
Doan's Kidney Pills act quickly.
Cure all distressing, dangerous kidney ills.
Plenty of evidence o prove this.
, H. H. Closson, 408 Grand Ave.; East
Las Vegas, N Mex., says:'T take
just as much pleasure in recommend
ing Doan's Kidney Pills today as I
did when I gave a public statements
in their favor In January 1907. About
a year ago I had occasion to take
Doan's- - Kidney Pills, there, being a
soreness across my kidneys and trouble from the kidney secretions. This
remedy relieved me as promptly, as in
the former Instance. 'Years ago I be?
gan to suffer from pains in my back
and .1 attributed the trouble to an injury. If , I worked hard or brought
any , strain ony my loins, my back
pained me severely and the least cold
I caught settled In my kidneys, making my back so Iffme and painful that
I was hardly able to get 'about. I tried
plasters and liniments, but my efforts
for relief were ' unavailing until, 1
commenced taking Doan's Kidney
Pills, procured from the CentervBloc
Pharmacy. They proved effective
from the first and fulfilled i every
claim made for them."
t n
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
'
n
cents.
Co.,
Buffalo,
New York; sole agents for the United
.' .'.
States. Remember the name Doans and
take no other.
,
:

'

'

:
and Sosdsrs
-

1

Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.

.
,

i

'
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

y

Headquarters In the Territory for

Plows; Agricultural mplemehts

nil
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Op

cr tsariii

....
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mrr
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Foster-MHbur-

'

Maozanaros ft).
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Company

abandon-meareEin-
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s,

ay
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J"San

wiil
at the Postoffice ;at Bast
N. M.. as

Vegas,

"Sit?,
r

second-clas- s
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"
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RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.

Dally.
or i
Carrier.
irby
i"ar f nth by Carrier
Tor .eek
Carrier.

,

$7.00

wft,...,.,.

.

Wleekiy'

vue year
I Tenths
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NOT LAS VEGASt

The recommendation made by Se
retary of War Dickinson in his annual

report to President Taft, made pub
lic this week, after reference to the
abandonment ' of remote army posts
In the west and southwest, of whieii
Port Wingate, In McKlnley county, is
an example, has caused the El Paso
Herald;, a newspaper notable for its
to ' inaugurate
Progressiveness,
secure
to
for the .Pass 'City
campaign
"
.
big central army post suchx as is
proposed by , Secretary Mckihson
. What
the Herald says on the subject.
is 'timely and might well be apnUed
to Las Vegas. This' city can offer a
great many advantages that El Pao
cannot, and vice V3:sa. It woulj ao
no harm and might do much feood for
Las Vegas to try for the location of
such an army post. Says the Herald
.on the subject:. ' ,
"Arizona and New Mexico and evjn
El Paso may lose th ir, military posts
if the recommendations of the secretary of war are carried out. The secretary recommends the abandonment
of all smaller posts in the west and
the concentration of troops In the
larger centers, near a base of supplies and center of .transport acion.
"In a logical sequence of events,
,
El Paso would
6ue of these
large posts; but there are many other
military centers in tte country tnat
have already secured military, and
congressional approval for brigade
or concentration posts, and In this
general' scheme of recognition, El
Paso may Bome of these days awake
V) a realization that
thejide has gone
.

J

,

t

:

,

,

in several instances when the enlarge
ment of Fort Sam Houston depended
upon Just such a contingency and
see that the government gets what
r
,
If wants.
"This must be "Sone even At Fort
Bliss is enlarged to a regimental port;
theiflttJhas had "this ultimatum "flat
for some (time, and it is best to get
.

.

,

has already been
selected for one of the large posts.
Another is located in Kansas and sev;
aral of them have been decided upon CHRISTMAS GOODS
in. the east. San Francisco will certainly have a big post, and another,
JtgRlVIKG BY CARLOAD
will be located somewhere In the middle west, probably Salt Lake or DenChristmas evidently is not far' off,
ver, more than likely the former.
There is room for a big, post at .El judging from the appearance of the
y
between the posts of local stores. Already Christmas goods
San Francisco' anlSPs'a'jf
Jit'onlo and are arriving jby the car load, and
every logical reason ?hyL 'should those stores that handle toys are get- tine them Jn by scores of. boxes. The
be located heri;'WA4.3 aUtV-"If the matter were urged upon the majority of these fun makers this
are mechanical toys and can be
government there
.more,,-- , than, a' year
possibility that instead of" Fort Bliss purchased a$ a surprisingly .'low prise.
In all the stores the utiial
being abandoned; it would be made a
decorations are' being1 made and
large post. The. militia from New
Mexico, Arizona, and Oklahoma could in several these 'are to be 'even; more
easily be concentrated here for in- elaborate than usual.: The window
struction,, and it is the Idea of the1 trimmers, too, are planning their disdepartment to locate the big posts of plays for the holiday season and ev
are many 'things to
regulars where, they can be brought erywhere there
into frequept contact with the mi- declare, that Christmas is almost at
litia at the smallest expense. El Paso hand.'
The stores are arranging for the
is on the Mexican border, and .has
more than ample railroad, facilities; usual holiday Increase in help and
In fapt few locations in the country all the merchants are looking forward
are so favorable. The water Is good to the biggest Christmas trade they
the climate excellent, especially forjhave ever .had. The Christmas goods
the recuDeration of. soldiers returnlne : tn!a yer are a11 prettier than they
from the tropics; the market supply iever were before and contrary to
i
is adequate and every condition ex-- . 6DUCltt
yr
acted by the secretary" Is good, in reasonable.
fact the very best.
"Therefore, there is, ever reason FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
HOLDS ANNUAL ELECTION
why this city should urge the estab-- i
'
Hshment of a brigade post here, also!.
The Fraternal Brotherhood held one
every reason why the matter should
be urged at once, lest, through some, of the best attended meetings of the
oversight as to tb.e advantages of this season at their hall, on Fountain
locality, the post be swept off the of- - square last night,, at which the
roster along with others doomed nual eletcion of officers was held,
for official death..
The officers elected follow:
"The lack of suitable land for tar-- j
Fred Phillips, president; Mrs. A. A.
get. practice is the only objection that Maloney,
Jas. R. Lowe,
Mrs. Anna McCall, chap-Blishas ever been, raised against
This land is now available and lain; .Hugh Trainer, sergeant;
Ora
should be secured before it is settled .Russell, master-at-armHarry Mar-uand becomes Impossible for such , tin, Inner doorkeeper, Jas. R.' Baker,
purpose. The government does not. opter doorkeeper; Dr. W. P. Mills' and
Antonio

"red

'

1909

bec-im-

,

Your money will go farther and your
if
presents will please better your holiv
day shopping is done at

;

this city

ISOOBPOBATKO

'

4,

,

ought to realize the Importance of
from every standpoint which,
it urges as a necessary qualification
for a large post; anything la possible,
and when the scheme for
,whlch it certainly will.
El afO-mgoffer as Arizona,5 New,
Mexico, au4 ''Mmany other . eeations

PUBLISHED BY
:

--

DECEMBER

out and she has been left high and believe the land is .worth the price Dr. Charles
Bradley, examinlng,physl-cians- ;
; ;. ;
dry. at which It is held and the people of
Edward S. Lewis, treasurer; J.
"While such a contingency is not the city could well afford to make up B. Ament and Frank Ravel, trustees;
probable; while the war department this difference San Antonio did that Jas."N. Cook and Harry Martin, fin-

ESTABLISHES

SATURDAY,

Paso-directl-

i

hwwibcj

an-flci-

t;

;

s.

,

p

Your B(

Ask your doctor how often he prescribes an

aicoaouc sumuiani lor cnuaren. ne win
probably say, "Very, very rarely." Ask
. him how often he prescribes atonicforthem.
No stimulation. No alcohol habit. Ask He will probably answer, " Very, very
doctor about Aya' Sarsapanlla quently."
Ayer's Sarsaparilla is a strong
as a tonic for the young,
fffi&g;;; tonic," entirely free from alcohol.
k

fre-yo-

'

'

inspection an(Ta)?otaf- -

MEMORIALmSERVICES, !OF
ELKS SUNDAY AFTERNOON
"Las Vegas .Lodge No. 408, Benevo
lent and' Protective Order of Elks,
will hold their annual; memorial, services Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock
in the lodge rooms In the pioneer
building. The chief address will be
delivered by Attorney J, D. W. Veed-e- r
The exalted ruler will have full
charge, of the elaborate ritualistic
work'. Appearing in the musical program,, which w(U.. be a feature of the
services, will be a quartette compos
ed of Mrs. A. H. Tischler, Miss Mlix-ni- e
Kohn; G. "W. Guy and George
Smith, accompanied by Mrs. Kohn ;
a duet and a solo by Mrs. A. HlTisch- lerL Since the organization of the
local lodge there have been a number
of deaths among the members, and
it is to honor the memory of these
departed brothers that every year the
living members 'gather In sacred
lodge. Contrary to the usual custom,
tomorrow's memorial services will be
for lodge members only.

Opening Evenings After
MUCH INTEREST, IN
DENVER' IiJvfeSTOCK
.

...

'

,

In The Day

com-rentlo-

5.

Colorado.

PROJECT TO
RECLAIM, 30,180 ACRES

Santa Fe, N. M., Dec; 4. A ceVl- fled check for $2,878 accompanied the
application of the Oasis Development

'

'

if

fte

Five O'clock Teas
FOR

-

CHRISTMAS
F. J. GEHRING,
516-51-

'

;

At Special Price
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from2 to

yards.

Mir

i

yards.

-

J

,

if
w
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from

U

'

2c.

yarn, to

elabor- -

'

ale
All widtha,aip; i::uies, beaut; ml Dresden
and
flowered pajterns, in aaah wnlltis or wider, suitable
for slipper and j; ra bags, cliUdrefl's sashes, etc,
0-

A

'

;

comfortable if and
dresdy3jnufnersare amj)le protection to the throat
and
and chesf. ' Made of finest mercerized, ' yarns
u
f
washable." It is instantly adjusted or removed with
,

'

ut

;

:

s

.

y

than
$1.75
tan-ni-

for Boys' op Girls Overcoats

cest

but
$2.50
t

Elite, silk lined glove, 'Mocha, tan or gray;
and warm, easy to put on or take oft
Gauntlets for Women, Girls, Boys or Men, a
stock
... 75c to

i

At

"We

nice
$1.75
large.
$3.00

50c

--

ALL

SIZES.

:

v';

v..--

Hosiery for Mgn

31!
ed.

Lord & Taylor advertise in all the besi','nwS?
"; zines, to sell the hest Hose possible for 50c!, Their'
f "ONYX" brand, all colprs and combination- - of coH
V ors.
If ,you sent to Lord & Taylor at New York,
you have to pay express, 35 or 50 cents. We are
v going to
seliheir, "ONYX" Hose at 50 cents and
save you the express. A large .assortment of
n
also solid color's. .We
carry their Cres-iebrandy at 85 cents. All grades, all kinds, lx
F for , $1.50, also black. """
V
pat-iter-

:

price as in Nesr " York . . . . . i . . . . ". . ..50c and $1.25'
'
'.'
t :. We Have Them For Either1 Men j:..:
or Women.
:

;

'iSiU Fancy

Made in all the pop-We
and colors.
carry them in white,
gray, flesh, cardinal, navy, brown, tan, light blue,
wine; helio-rpupln a nice iancybi. ., Same

'

J-::--

..

GET THEM WHILE THEY" LAST

ufar-shad- el

uiuuv.
All kinds

$5.00,

got from "Emery," another ' shipment of
those nice,' soft, .neat negligee shirts, In French
Flannels and fancy silk mixtures, neat grays, white
or medium dark shades at , values $2.50 to $3.50.
but' just teeause they werea closing out lot, we
can sell tnem'at
$2.00 and $2.50
.

.

;a snap button on the throat.
'

glove
back

..........

Men's Fine Negligee Shirts

;

These

gift.

acceptable

desirable,
,rp some instances there are some Terr
things
patterns for waists. So many nice iitle
for Christmas can he made out of thse silks, now
triced so low. From 98 cents for 2 yards, to $4.00

$2.50, $2.75, '$3.00,

Sent up- - from New York, a beautiful cape
for men In tan, walking, welt seams, spear
a perfect fittiug glove, none are better
Fownes, an English glove at
A Llama wool lined glove, dressed kid,
softest warmest glove, not clumsy,
dressy, at, pair

AnACcepwDieuin

vA;
4

'

Memgh Grade Holiday Neckwear

j;

lot of l Silk Remnants of

Douglas Avenne.

Fownes

A beautiful

worth $5.00, $6,00 and $7.50, in Cashmeir, Flannel,
Serge, Worsted and Fancy Mixtures, 5, 6 and 7
$3J15
years, special

'

where you can buy aslcheaply as anywhere else, in some cases' cheaper,
when you are attended to promptly and intelligently, where you find
anything you want fdr EVERYBODY

A

.

v

buy 50c' worth of anything in the store,
that entitles you to a coupon the number on that coupon will get you
a Turkey providing you are luckey". The more you buy the more'
tickets you get. Besides buying at Bacharach's should be a.
pleasure, when everything you buy is guaranteed to be as represented; )

Phoenix Knitted Mufflers

8

Head and Shoulders

$1.00, $1.50, 2.00, $2.25,
$6.00.

,

As has been our custom for the last ten years; we are going to give
away 40 nice fat Young Turkeys. Don't you want one? Easy to get

Silk Remnants

;

GLOVES

!

one; all you have to do is to

")

'

' AND

'Vl

Shop Early
In The Month

'

n

...

r- -

'1

.

ican National Livestock association
and the Beef Producers' association!
'
.
will be full of interest.
' A large attendance of stockmen is
expected from all parts of the country. While there is every indication
that cattle prices will be high for
some years to .come, it is expected
that at the" Denver meeting in Januunary the situation will be better
a
will
be
genresult
the
and
derstood
eral boom in the cattle business.'
i
has
, N. Leften, the ParU clearner,
moved his place of business from the
old stand on Bridge street, to the
store in the. Walsan block, next door
to the Postal Telegraph company, in
the store room formerly occupied by
M. Cellers! Mr! Leften solicits and
will appreciate any patronage that is
given him. The phone number of this
establishment remains the same Main

CHAFING DISHES

ecarf. We
gift
have them in both foreign and domestic makes;
printed or woven In beautiful colorings or spang-- .
led, with gold beads on blue, pink, black and
; white
grounds black with jet. The prices are

V

M"MTT'

lN

A most practical

y

Detolst

SEE OUR LINE OF

flood-water-

Scarfs for

:

;

"

company to the Carey Act board here
for the segregation of 30,180 acre for
one of the most feasible irrigation projects thus far broached in Qtero 'county. ;CIarence T. Ullery is the president and John C. Enfield, the secretary of the company, which proposes
to turn the flood waters of the
river, sixty miles south of
Alamogordo Into a natural reservoir
site that covers 4,540 acres and will
hold 103,450 acre feet of water. A
canal of only 2,000 feet length needs
to be dug to carry the water into an
s
arroyo which would sweeR the
into the reservoir which would
be created by the construction of an
earth embankment 6(810 Ifeet long.
The diversion dam in; he Sacramento
as proposed would be only thirty feet
wide. The estimated cost of the pro
ject is about $175,000.

-- i

40 Turkeys Given Away

nt

-

''6

'

1v
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Did you know we were
eelling Men'a Four-in- Hanks, worth $75c, at ..... . . .
50c
The kind you get East at 50c.
'atoreV
mot
6
and 75c for this kind of neckwear.

'it

2cS

?f

Ur

65and

75C

guartU:c,udfnb,ac,t
''n

..a.

5oj
an4 white a,i'pure
on; i

r

v

C

(I

;:;withfrover:r

'v8
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50c Ciasli Purchase

SANTA CLAtJS has his headquarters pn
floor where we have more
room to display the inmense stock of toys we have on hand We invite
y
V
you. bring the chidren. V -- '.
y-h-

I

l

1

u

The peculiar conditions surrounding
present
time have arisen so suddenly that
there is more or less confusion in the
minds of stockmen oyer the situa-tion- ,
and the Denver show and meeting is welcomed as an opportunity to 387.
get together and compare notes. It Is
promised that the stock show will be ( The woman who wears the shortthe greatest ever held west of Chi- est sleeve Is the first to scold her
cago, and the program for the Amer husband If he has no cuffs on.

the cattle industry at the

Store of Quality'

E.LasVegas

SHOW

i8UKli&&''Air4'UMtory are
much interested ''in:4h coming national stociQshow arid livestock
In Denver during the week,
The railroads are
of January
showing a disposition to give a fairly low rate. The Santa Fe has made
a rate of one fare plus $2 from all
points along its line in New Mexico
and Arizona, and the Denver & Rio
Grande announce a rate of one fare
for the round trip from Santa Fe
and other' points in New Mexico and

-

IRRIGATION

be our

lt

tileasare to show you through.

4.

I

.

i

' A man with a prett wife wants to
take all the credit of it for himself.

..

The

ance committee; Mrs. Jas. N. Cook,
musician; Mrs. Jas. R. Lowe, corresponding secretary'.
The newly elected officers all expressed their Intention pf earnest work
fop.the ensuing year. After the business Imeeting refreshments were serv-- e
ad dancIpjfr-'Hiidjfreneraj tgopd:
time I was enjoyed tmtfl a (late hdhif

d

'

Givo 40

Turkeys Away

"I

1

'

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

rustworthy WT
methods during the
many years of onrv
dealings have Trovn
the wisdom of trad- ing with us. While
working for a bnsi.
Iness" we have been go
working for a repuvi

tr

--

f

gna-rant-

, '

1

-J

-

;

Kf it'-

tation;
havegaiiw'
ed it and it will be
I upheld. Every .deal V
with us is a satisfac-Ltor- y
we

i

It

we

deal

m &

1

-
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If
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Before
for 14.50

$3.60

Chrisloias is Near

'

ryumoers

PJ

h

?

.gcey blankets

All-wo-

$3.70 for $4.75 All:wool plaid blankets

for ?5.25"
blankets.

$4.20

BRING

that."'

8
Q

WBoIIIys

greys or plaid
THAT' PHOTO 4 N AND
$4.60 for $5.75
plaid or grey
. GET IT FRAMp fOR A
blankets.
CHRISTMAS fGiFTjvr!
$5.00 for $6.25
grey or plaid
Don't let that beautiful pict get blankets.
soiled or your wallsjook; .sa.Jsare
5 lb. Hand
when our pictures ao4rtf.pieture $2.40 for the $3.00
Made Silkolene comforts.

ee

DECEMBER

1VE.

1999

4,

0

ot

PS

HH1'

1

Few

.

H

SATURDAY,;

All-wo-

l

CAPITAL PAID

,

J.

0

M

IM

' CUNNINGHAM, IFfMldent.
Vlca Prealdent.

DRUG

CO.

Telephone Main 3
BRIDGE STREET

aic-t,.-

YOU'LL BE SURPRISED,
i

framing are s6 cheap. ;;.a f
Our line is very comolete. and

$2.80 for

a

'

cxt-eiie'

'

5 lb.'

$3.50

fancy
aatlne with plain center and plain
colored backs.

Stvle newT and mnrlrmanclim ia

PERSONALS

the

'
young man, when yon get that statement ot yours.
, : Tour deposits cover qnita a period and yoa haven't missed
'
the money.
,
OUR
INTERESTCRED1TS SWELLED
. .
.. is:
THBAOCOUUT t
ni'x
sib
to its' present excellent showing. Keep on and youll soon be
'
rich.'
a
:

v

Y

n

TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER

t.jl

''

tn

i

Las Vegas Savings Bank

Art picture free with our perfu ALL. COMFORTS AND BLANKETS
Attorney George H. Hunker deparon an afternoon train for
Wagon mes and all toilet articles. Buy at 20 per cent discount FOR CASH,
juouua, on legal matters.
your Christmas toilet articles of this week only.
miss Juiiel Sheehan departed this us for Christmas gifts, you i can
aiiernoon ror Watrous near which get $1.00 for 50c and an art pictu $22.25 for the $35.00 Seamless 9x12 ft
Smith Axmlnster rugs.
place she has a homestead.
re or song free.
.
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Dr.

J.

M. Cunningham boarded an

afternoon train for Springer where he
goes to visit his ranch near that place.
- J. 5. Fuse and son were In the city
today, "from their home, at Cleveland,
N, , M., and were registered at the
Central hotel.
Judge J. R. McFie left this after
noon for his home In Santa Fe, after
presiding over the closing term of the
district court of this county.'
. S. C. Haworth and wife, Los Ange
les; ;Jas. W. Taylor, Hayden, N. Mi,
are late arrivals in the city, their
names appearing on the register at
.'
El Dorado hotel. .
A, S. Smith representing the Colorado Rubber company, was in the city
today from bs headquarters, at Denver, 'stretching" the business a little among local dealers.
h. P. Simpson who represents the
Portland Oment company In these
parts, was in the Meadow City today
from his headquarters in Kansas
City. Mr. Simpson registered at the
Castaneda, .
M. Weitzenhoffer,- - St. Louis; O. H.
Davidson, Denver; J. E. La Fountain,
-

nfrM.i.im

vv Ell.

I

in

'

ill

c&uv

Springs; A. W. Thompson, Ft. Collins, Colo.; A. S. Smith, A. C. Burrows, Denver; O. A. Jewett, Chicago;
M. R. Newton, Newton Hollaway, St.
Louis; register as recent arrivals In
Ithe city at the Castaneda hotel.
' United States Attorney D. J. Leahy
left thts afternoon for Kansas City
at which place he will join his family
who are now enroute home from an
extended visit to ' Caledonia, Mich,,
where Mre. Leahy was called some
time ago on account of the death of
her father. ' Attorney Leahy and fam
ily, expect to arrive in Las Vegas about
December 10th.
Walter Buf.sr and wife passed
through the city last night on belated
train No. 7 from Chicago enroute to
their home in El Paso, Texas. Both
Mr. and Mrs. Butler are well known
In Las Vegas, havng made their home
in this city for many years, but of
late years they have been residing
in El Paso where Mr. Butler is con
nected with the First National bank
of that city.
?

LOCAL NEWS

Let us order that Christmas box of
monogram stationery for you now. Call
at The Optic office and inspect the
handsome samples we have to show
you.
.
-

The Infant son born to Mr. and
Mrs. O. L. Swearlngin on December
2nd at Santa Fe, died the same day,
and was burled at Santa Fe. Mr. and
Mrs. Swearngin are former residents
of Lai Vegas and are well known inv
the city. Mr. Swearngin Is in.tne
of the Santa Fe company in the
capacity of fireman on the Santa Fe
; "
branch.
r,
em-nlo-

There will be an interesting service
tor men In the T. M. C. A. gymnasium
tomorrow afternoon from 3:30 to 4:30.
The association secretary has taken
advantage of the Baptist convention
Rorex, of
and secured the Rev.
Las CVuces, who is one of the best
deliver
speakers in the terrltoryV to
the address at tomorrow's meeting.
'
AH men are Invited to attend.

JF.

a regular meeting of the E. Romero Hose and Fire companjJlast
At

evening a committee

oUen,was.ap;.
for

tive steers $4.758.50; southern steera
J.&05.75; southern cows $2.60
4.15; native cows and heifers $2.50
6.50; stockers and feeders
JS.lOffB
5.20; bulls $2.9004.10; calves $3.50
After the meeting L. W. Ilfeld, tenda.76; western steers $3.805.50; westered the members of the company a
Opposite Y. M. C. A. ;
banquet, in honor of his
fHE BIG STORE LITTLE PRICES ern cows $3.754.50.
to the position of foreman. "Nuff sed"
'
about the banquet.
A "KNOCKER" FRIGHTENS
MARKET REPOHTS.
TWO SOJOURNERS AWAY
A message conveying the sad news
of the death of Robert Taul, reached
Las Vegas seems to he at tha mar.
Metal Market
the city this afternoon from- - Mrs.
New York, Dec. 4. Lead and copper cy of the "knockers." Yesterday af
Taul, at Eufaula. Okla. Mr. Taul had
ternoon A. Gladin and J. Bigist, two
fbeen sick for about two weeks with nominally unchanged; silver 51
very wealthy foreigners, arrived in
pneumonia to which disease he suc
the city on No. 1 and registered at
St. Louis Wool Market.
cumbed yesterday. Mr, Taul is eurvlv:
St.
Dec. 4. Wool, territory La Pension
hotel. After eettine
ed by a widow who Is left to mourn and Louis,
western
21 settled In their rooms thev went, tn
mediums
fine
2429;
the sad loss which has overtaken
restaurant nearby to get their dinner.
; fine 1220.
the Taul home. Mr. Taul was a memupon enquiring about the conditions
ber of the Las Vegas lodge of Elks.
of the city with the nrosnects of in-Kansas City Hoa Market.
The funeral will be held at Eufaula,
bulk $7,900 eating here for the winter, they were
Hogs 3,000 steady:
Okla.
8.20; heavy $8.158.25; packers and informed by some one, who probably
butchers $88.20; light $7.608.10; has no other matter nt ntuVn or in
The family of Charles S. Rogers, pigs $6.507.25.
terest in the city or its welfare than
after a five weeks' quarantine and
to follow the sun around on some cor
thorough fumigation for scarlet fever,
ner, that thev should not- remain TiorA
Sheep Market.
at the Rogers home on the West side, SheepChicago
on account of an epidemic of scarlet
15,000 steady; native $2.
when released, moved over to the 5.10; western $3.00 5. 10; yearlings fever Tvhich the "knocker" said was
East Bide of town locating just out $5.506.80; lambs, native $5.25
raging here.
Mr. 'Gladin and friend immediately
side the city limits. At the request 7.75; western $5.257.75.
of the East side health ' authorities,
repaired to their rooms, narked nn
Mr. Rogers will remain a his resi
their belongings and departed n the
Chicago Hog Market.
dence on the West side and have teleHogs 11,000 steady: light $7.70
phone connections made with his sub 8.30; mixed $7.808.35; heavy $7.9
urban residence, the well children be- 8.40r rough $7.808.10; good to choice
ing limited to the grounds around the heavy $8.108.40; pigs $6.657.70;
bulk aales $8.058.30.
premises.
'
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VISITING CLERGYMEN TO
FILL PULPITS SUNDAY,

Chicago Livestock Market.-Chicago, Dec? 4. Cattle 400;; steady
beeves, $2.859.25;. Texas steers $3.70
stock'
8.75; western steers
ers and feeders $3.105.15;' cows and
helefrs $2,105.65;- calyes $6.258.50
'

Chicago Produce Market
Chicago, Dec. 4. Wheat May 105
corn May 60 8 (
July 97
July 60 3812; oats May 42
pork Jan. 2110; May
July 40
2045; lard Jan. 1232
May 1145;
ribs May 1052
July. 1065.
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two acquittals were had. The crim- -'
inal docket Is in excellent shape. Almost "every case Including nearly all
the indictments returned at the present cession have been stricken from
the docket. The cases remaining on
the docket are those for which no arrests have yet been made.

There Is not at the present time nor
has there been an epidemic of scarlet COLORADO WHITE SLAVE
fever in the city.
LAW CONSTITUTIONAL

'

SUCCESSFUL

J

TERM OP
THE DISTRICT

Pueblo, Colo., Dec. 4. The legality
"white-slave- "
the
law,
Colorado legislalast
the
passed by
ture, was upheld by Judge C. S. Essex
in the district court here today, when
he overruled ' a demurrer in which v,
the attorney for Leo Flores, who Is M
to be tried under the act, attacked
the constitutionality of the law. Judgrorst
Essex declared the law, wasi legally !
passed and was In the interest of pub-li'3
morals.
of

COURT

5

The present term of the district
court was adjourned yesterday afternoon by Judge J. R. McFie, until
i
December 28th.
In the case of the1 Territory vs.
Facundo Medina and Julio Montano,
for having ; in his possession stolen
property, each was sentenced ; to
serve not less (than two and a halt
nor more than three years in the pen()('
Wife You were late last night.
f
)
itentiary at Santa Fe.
dear.
As
Hub Beg pardon, my
i
I.,
Medina was also sentenced to serve
clock
struck
for came In the front door the
two years in the nenitentiary
stealing a horse belonging to Mrs eleven. But what time did
Wife
youA arFannie Jones, this Sentence to run
rive? Transcript.- concurrently.
During the present term of the dis- I trlct court
Everybody reads The Opttc.
twenty convictions and
.
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ONLY TO BE FOUND IN THE
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New York Metals, Stocks & Moneys
money,
New, York, Dec.

s

JEWELRY STORE. OF
n n
7u n ' i
II M
mm mrnrf

a

1 1

UCd

nominal. Prime mercantile paper E
2
5
per cent; Mexican dollars, 43;
Atchison, 126;
Amalgamated, 87
Southern
New York Central, 127
Union Pacific, 201;
Pacific, 129
steel,v 90
preferred, 124
1--

7--

5--

7--

3--

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City. Dec. 4. Cattle 1,000;
The New Mexico Baptist conven100 southerns, steady; na- tion now In session in this city, will including
various
the
for
furnish the speakers
pulpits of the city tomorrow. It has
hfpn announced that the Rev. J. I.
Seder, representing the
League of New Mexico, will speak
at the Methodist church in the morn'
ing. The same pulpit will be occupied
in the evening by the Rev. J. a,
Shaw pastor of the First Baptist
church, of Albuquerque, The Rev. R.
for
C. Medarls, Baptist missionary
the Pecos Valley, will preach at the
Christian church at 11 o'clock. Rev.
J. F. Rorex will speak to men at the
No
For Us
Y. M. C. A. at 3:30 p. m; Rev. Korex
at
church
bf
the Baptist
is pastor
tO SHOW
Las Cruces. The Presbyterian pulpit
win h filled In the morplng by- Rev,
A- - E. Boyd,
pastor of jjthe Baptist
church at Artesia. Rev. Bruca Kinney.
nr TnTwif a. Kan., districts secretary of
the American n.nlHi "jK""'
A fine large line of
BaptiBt
society, will preach at
church in the morning. The name, of
BEAUTIFUL; PAT
the speaker for the evening service
at
announced
be
will
at that church
A 'practi'
TERNS
the morning service.
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Anti-Saloo- n

Trouble

MiPtt (B&wgJc
.

is conscientiously maintained at

&

-
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All Aboard for

v

Harvetl

mornCarriage goes out Saturday
Leave
ing, return following Friday.
orders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown
.i ' .
Trading Co".
-

in hand
int,a
tk thines
Madiwaa ffijre. clairvoyant, astrolo-ls- t
mask earn!
.anfinal
the
during her
and psychometrist,
val wjflch will be hefd on Februaryof tay in Las Vegas will be found at
22nd. The Committee Is composed
El Dorado Hotel, room 3. Can he en
McEl-ToL. W. Ilfeld. chairman; P. D.
for evening entertainments.
twenty-eight-

next train for the south. Las Vegas
Is unfortunate in having in the community such people as those who have
nothing to live for but to "knock" and
it would be well if they would move
on if they feel that they can not say
a good word for the place where they

5-- 8

At a meeting of the town council
last evening on the West side ' the
matters of what should be done with
the flood waters of Bridge street
came up, but nothing was done further than to appoint a committee con
sisting of W. A. GIvens, O. Maloof and
L. W. Ilfeld to represent the business
men of the West side and to confer
with N. O. Hermann and E. Barber,
of the streets and alleys committee.
The matter will some up again at the
of the town council
next meeting
when something definite will - be set
tied upon. The matter of illumlnat
ing the streets of West Las Vegas,
by electricity, will also be brought up
at the next regular meeting of the
city council, last night's meeting be
to the
ing especially called to attend
'
water question.

O

ONLY AT

Las Vegas Undertaking Co.
East Las Vegas, N. M.

.

f

Seta Miguel N&tiora.l Bank.

--

Mn.

V

INTEREST CREDITED ON DEPOSITS AT THIS
SAVINGS BANK,

ted

ux. icioju nua i:
j. uumnan
are late arrivals In Las Vegas,
regis
tering at the Central hotel.
Recent arrivals at tha Naw twin
hotel are L. F. Woody, of St. Louis,
and Ely Cook, of Columbus, N. D.
J. P. Early and wife registered today at La Pension hotel as recent
arrivals In Las Vegas from St. Louis

eSUSmfSHt

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

o

All-wo-

'

'f

F. B. JANUARY, Asst. Cashier

FRANK-SPRINGE-

All-wo-

WINTERS

PW

&

h

.
gaged
A. T. Rogers, Sr.. W. A. Givens, Receives on dunday.
Walter Bierman,

-

,

1

;

always being place

farsRvg of "SOME""

f

C

J, C, JOHIISEII &

SOU

SIZE or OTHER.

Linoleums and OilClolIts
'
r

''-'-

.

Secnndlno Romero,
Louie
C. L. Bailey. W. O. Wood,
There should be a schooi for hu
Guerln and Howard Simpklns... The
with a course in hooking dress
bands
committee will appoint
.
v
the
and look after things generally. es up

ba.

-

cal acceptable gift in
any household, there

And you are afforded
opportu-nit- y
of a selection wo. ..iy of r, City
of a hundred thousand.

623

DOUGLAS

AYE.
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if only rcz:rr:oXQr 'ycz decide
thQ
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Saddle Ponny.
Durham Cow, just fresh.

1
1

-

-- ,

fLcadmtj Food and r Grain Gtoro
r.'.one Main OS. Bridge Ctrcct

jfp Wanted, Etc.s

.

FOR RENT Store room. No. 518
Sixth street Inquire W. B. Banker.

men to learn auto- FOR RENT Nice front room, or
mobile business by mall and "predouble room. Either light housekeeppare for positions as chaffeurs and
Inquire
ing or room with board.
make
men.
you;
We
expert
repair
across from court house.
to'
vsecura
in ten weeks; assist you
position. Pay big; work pleasant;
demand for men great; reasonable; FOR RENT Finely furnished room,
and sample
bath, furnace heat. Close in. Genwrite for particular
tleman only. Inquire Optic.
lesson, Jpmpire Automobile ' Instir
3
tute, Rochester, N. T.

WANTEDr-You- ng

--

'.,

WANTED To do plain sewing.

quire

Cusincsa Chances

In-

RESIDENT . MANAGER WANTED
To represent an article that is more
of a, necessity than a cash register
WANTED Good cook for small famor computing scale in the store or a
ily. - Apply 1021 Fifth street.
stove in the home. A most profitable and satisfactory business that
WANTED A man to do Janitor work.
is always active, always making
Call at the las Vegas Hospital.
money for those who control) its
sale in their vicinity. Exclusive
WANTED A reliable
housekeeper,
territory
assigned to the man who
capable of managing a small hotel;
can devote hu time and some capimiddle aged lady or widow prefetal to It. Address R. I. Doran,
rred. Write to Chaa. Glasgow, ColPresident, 1274 Washington Blvd.
fax, N. M stating salary expected
Chicago, 111.
and giving references.
Optic.

WANTED Table boarders at 712 Buy a "Ford Automobile" High
Fifth street. Phone Purple 6112. priced quality in a low priced car
Meals 25 cents. Furnished rooms.
--

CO 50. CO

BARBER TRADE
time
required; graduates
f30 week . Moler Bar- -

LEARN

MEN

Short

in

FOR
, E08

FOR

lxs-Angele-

ALE Upright Stein way piano.
Main avenue.

eIlE

A

team,

wagon and

for sale cheap. Inquire J.
1214 Rosenwald avenue.

(fully equipped) F.

0. B. Detroit,

One would be a very acceptable

Christmas present for the family.
Apply for Catalogues to D. T.
Hoskins, San Miguel National
Bant or

FORD t.WTOR CO.
Colfax, N. M.

bar-nes- a

The minute a man tries to save
money his friends call him a tight wad.

street

acrt kract

adjoining Campbell t expeflment
farm eight miles east of Vegas,
DPice

$15.00

acre tract

Health is More Expensive Than
Any Cure
This country is now, filled with people who migrate, across the continent
in all directions seeking that which
s
of them
gold cannot buy.
are - suffering from throat and" lung
trouble or chronic catarrh resulting
fron neglected colds, and spending
fortunes vainly trying to regain lost
health.", Could every sufferer but updo the past and cure that first neglected cold, all this sorrow, pain,
anxiety and expense could have been
avoided. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is famous for its cures of colds,
and can always be depended upon.
Use it and the more serious diseases
may be avoided. For sale by all dea'
lers. '
-f-

A choice 160

FOR SALE

per acreAfso a

120

five and one-hamiles,
100 acres of which is fine level land,
lf

Price for immediate sale, $12.00 per
acre. Address Cbas. Glasgow, Col;
fax, N. m.
'

FOR SALE Ajll wool portieres, never
used; blankfets and comfortables.
712 Fifth street - .,',.
FOR SALE Stamping done and art
needlework materials. 712 ' Fifth
' .'
street

Nine-tenth-

A man sets a pace in his love letters
de-- , that he la never able to follow.
all
of
blanks
Legal
, scriptlons. Notary seals and records
Religious Author's Statement
at The Optic office.
Rev. Joseph H. FesDerman. Salis
OLD newspapers Jor sale at The Op- bury. N. C, who is the author of sev
' eral books, writes: "For several years
tic office. 10 cents a bundle.
I was afflicted with kidney trouble and
last winter I was suddenly stricken
with a severe pain In mvkldnevs and
was confined to bed eight days unable
to get up without assistance., My urine
front bedroom contained a thick white sediment
FOR
and
on first floor, electric light bath. I passed same frequently day and
608 Main avenue.
, ,
night. I commenced taking Foley's
Kidney Remedy, and the pain gradualFOR RENT Three sunny rooms, suit ly abated and finally ' ceased and my
:. al ia for
light housekeeping, Apply urine became normal. I heerfniiv
commend Foley's Kidney Remedy."
C2;S .Twelfth street
,
k?i cross Drug Co. and O. Schaefer.
RENT Five-roofurnished
FOR
The fellow who buries the hatchet
hou :. Furnished roomswlth bath,
$1.5o nor week and up. Call 618 may (till have a knife up his sleeve.
FOR SALE

For Rent

RENT-Furni3h-

ed

r.

.

c

"

: Gran 3. Phone Main. 428.

Aione In Saw Mill at Niaht
RENT Two cozy housekeeping unniindful of dampness, drafts, storms
(
ruoms. Inquire 414 Seventh street or dpidW. J. Atkins worked as night

FOR RENT Nicely furnished room,
all modern conveniences, 808 Mala

street

For

V

furnished house-kee- ;
. 7 rc i. Electric
light bath.
etc. i.oPllent ;o;utlon. 918 Eighth
F.?.r:t-r;e- ely

.;..et

:.i

f

OR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
Sth or without board. Mrs. C. P.

uammona.
242.

V

m
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BOSS PATENT FLOUR

BREAKS
CON- -

v TRACT

And You Will Always Have

(

ROOSEVELTJOT

IN

IT

THE
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Price Per Word

.

Cents More Than
Is Paid for His African
Hunt Narrative Sums Paid Other
Authors for Their Writings Great
Men Now Gain Additional Fame In
This Manner.
18

pastor,.
First mass at 7 a. m.; second
mass at 10 a. m.
Sunday school in
English and Spanish at 8 p. m., in
Spanish at 1:30 p. m. Rosary and
benediction of the blessed sacrament
at 7:30 p. m.
Catechism for English speaking
children on Tuesday 4 p. m.. and on
New York, Dec. 4. It seems prob
Saturday 10 a. m.; for Spanish speaking children on Thursday 4 p. m., and able that many years will pass before
on Saturday at 9 a. m.
Lan author receives a higher price for
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR- his literary product than Commander
ROWS, Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor. Robert E. Peary receives from HampFirst mass at 6 a. m. Second mass ton's Magazine for his own story of
8 a. m.
Sermon in English for the the discovery of the North Pole.
children.
Hymns rendered by the
This feature cost Hampton's a clean,
children under the direction of the cool
$50,000. No rate per word is speThird mass at
Sisters of Loretto.
10 a. m. Sermon in Spanish. Masses cified In tire contract, but it is generIn Gregorian chant or In music, ally estimated that Commander Pearendered by a choir of mixed voices. ry is receiving $1.18 cash ror each
At 7 p. m., vespers and benediction. word that he writes for Hampton's
Magazine. BenJ. B. Hampton, editor
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE SOCIETY. of the magazine, makes this stateRegular services every Sunday morn ment:
"If tfou have a desire to estimate
ing at ll.o'clock and Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock in O. R." C. hall, the rate per wod that will be earned
Pioneer building. All are welcome.
by Peary with his North Pole story,
In placing it at
Main
avenue you would be safer
BAPTIST CHURCH
than
word
$1.20. We have
$2.50
per
and Sixth street O. L. Bishop, pastor.
only American and Canadian
Sunday school 9:45 a. m. Preach bought and
Stoke's book rights cover
ing 11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. B. Y. P. U. rights,
6:30 p. m. Good singing, special music. only these countries. That leaves all
You are cordially Invited to attend the foreign righta to sell. When
these services. The house will be they, are figured up, the tbtals should
comfortable.
vH amount to $100,000 or even $150,000.
"Peary is not a good business man.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
As a matter of fact, he is a poor man.
Eighth street between Lincoln and Mrs. Peary has been the business
Douglas avenue.
head of the family, and the commanSunday School at 9:45. Morning der never loses an opportunity
to
preaching at 11 o'clock, Rev. R. C. praise her for, the manner in which
Medaria, general missionary of the she has labored and borne the brunt
Baptist church for the Pecos Valley of his quarter of a century work in
occupying the pulpit. At the evening the Arctic. Peary and Mrs. Peary
service at 7:30, Rev. J. I. Seder, su have sacrificed their material comfort
perintendent of the New Mexico
to this Arctic ideal.
Every dollar
League, will preach.
they could spare from actual living ext
has been used to equip expediFIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH penses so
that, when Peary returned
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Douglas tions,
a few months ago, there was mighty
avenue and Tenth street
In the Peary bank acMorning worship at 11 o'clock; ser little money
'
.
mon by the Rev. W. A. Boyd, pastor count.
Offers
Record
Lecture
Breaking
of the Artesla Baptist church; subject
"The revenue from his ' books and
The Vision and The Voice." Bible
work could be greatly' Inmagazine
at
school'
session
study and Sunday
creased
lecturing--, if Peary's friends
by
9:45 a.vjn. Young People's society
can
him to go on the platpersuade
at 6:30 p. m. The church extends a
most hearty welcome to all people. form. He. has had offers that would
net him one hundred thousand dollars
Strangers and sojourners In the cjtj for the flrat
year's work, or more, if
especially welcomed.
he would be willing to stick to it for
several consecutive months. He has
FIRST METHODIST-EPISCOPAleadchurch, cor. Eighth street and Na- received offers from many of the
tional avenue, E. C. Anderson, pastor. ing cities of the country, guaranteeing
lecSunday School at 9:45. Morning him as high as $5,000, for a single
preaching service at 11 o'clock. Junior ture.
:
League, at 2:30. Epworth League at so "There can be no reason (at least
his friends assert) why he could
6:30. Evening jpreachlng service at
7:30. Rev. J. I. Seder, superintendent not take advantage of the lecture opand meet the people, and
of the
league for the ter portunities
let
them
hear
his stocy from his own
of
Mexico
will
New
the
ritory
occupy
i
pulpit at the morning servlcs and Rev. lips.
"Up to the present time he has not
JyA. Shaw, pastor of the First Baptist
church at Albuquerque will preach in completed any lecture . arrangements,
but it is believed that he may be perthe evening.
A cordial Invitation is extended to suaded to do so within a few weeks.
i " The chief difficulty seems to be that
all.
.
.,
this man, who has been living in the
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH. frozen north eighteen out of the last
Rev. 3. S. Moore, Rector. 716 Na- twenty-thre- e
years, has a genuine diftional avenue. East Las Vegas, N. M. fidence about exhibiting himself to
Second Sunday in Advent December the
public Peary is a scientist first,
5, 1909. Holy Communion 7:30. Sun- last and all the time. He values his
day school 9:45. Holy Communion scientific achievements as of more imand Sermon 11. Subject at 11 o'clock portance than the opportunity to make
The Inspiration of Scripture.".
money. He will do uothlngHhat does
This church Is open daily for pri not coincide with his rigid ideals of
vate prayer and meditation.
a scientist's dignity.
For example,
he has declined offers from moving
picture men, who want to show his
$100 Reward, $100
The readers of this paper wlU be Polar photographs, and offers from
pleased to learn that there is at least talking concerns that want a few reels
one dreaded disease that science has of talk to retail throughout the counbeen able to cure in all Its stages, andS! try, offers which amount to a tidy forthat is catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure tune."
Rates Paid Other Authors
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity.
Ju3t why Commander Peary receivCatarrh
being a constitutional disease, requires ed such an exceptional rate for his
n
a constitutional treatment Hall's Ca- story la explained by the eager
tarrh Cure is taken Internally, acting
for it on part of nearly all the
directly upon the blood and mucuoua important publishing houses in"' the
surface of the system, thereby de- world. Realizing the supreme imporstroying the foundation of the disease, tance of this,
wonderful and
and giving the patient strength by last of- - the earth's
they
building up the constitution and assist engaged in a bidding which made figing nature in doing Its work. The pro- ures rise mercurially. They knew, of
prietors have so much faith In Its cur- course, that this story had not like
ative powers that they offer one hun- most of the world
romances been
dred dollars for any case that it falls
most extrato cure. Send for list of testlmonals. told before. It was the
and interesting story of fact
ordinary
J".
'&
Address F. Cheney
Co., Toledo,
for the first, and last time.
Ohlor Sold by druggists, 75c. Take to be told
It Is Interesting to compare the price
Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
paid Commander Peary with the rates
writers of
enjoyed by the
The best you can get is probably the
world.
better than you deserve.
Roosevelt received for
his African hunting stories a dollar a
word. Rudyard Kipling Is supposed
Shake Into Your 8hee.
a powder. Re- to receive the highest prices paid any
Allen's Foot-Easlieves painful, smarting, nervous feet author for fiction. For the English
American serial rights of "Kim"
and ingrowing nails, and instantly and
he received $25,000. Sir Arthur Con-abun-Ionout
takes the stings
of corns and
Doyle hit one of the highest marks.
'
It's the greatest comfort dis- He received sixty cents a word for the
covery of the age. Allen's Foot-Eas- e
American serial rights of nls later
makes tight or new shoes feel easy. "Sherlock Holmes" stories. This comIt' Is a certain cure for sweating, cal pares amusingly with the rate of $2
h
of a
lous, swollen, tired, aching feet Try per thousand word-- or
it today. Sold by all druggists and cent a word received for his first
shoe stores. By mail for 25c
in and generally considered best stories.
High prices for literary work began
stamps. Don't accept any substitute.
with the 'great , success of
Trial package FREE. Address Allen practically
Sir Walter Scott. The compensation
S. Olmstead, Le Roy, N. Y.
for his "Life of Bonaparte" averaged
.

.

,

Anti-Saloo- n

L

BOSS BREAD
Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers
for each day of work spent upon bus own story would be invaluable
were a manuscript found today.. Yet
for
this last and greatest of stories, more
was
offered
$1,000
Thackeray
"Henry Esmond" and he jumped at teeming with adventure and hardship'
the proposition. Both Dickens and than that of Columbus could have
Hugo made good money, but when been high as is the price cheap.
Eugene Sue drew $20,000 for his "Wan- It is beyond a merely financial valuanovel of probably up- tion.
dering Jew"
ward of 500,000 words the literary
Great Men Writing Own Stories
world gasped. Prices have risen
It is no longer the custom for great
steadllywlth the Increasing success explorers, scientists and heroes to let
of publishers and the growth of the their stories go unwritten for others
magazines. No author, however, in all afterwards to write and mistell.
tha history of literature has ever
Heroea nowadays write their- own
made so much money for each actual stories and they benefit profitably by
v
word in a literary product as will Com- them.'
mander Peary.
.. Admiral Robley D. Evans, since his
The eagerness of publishers for retirement from the United States
Commander ' Peary's
forthcoming navy a year ago, has become a very .
story, and the exceptional price paid, successful author and lecturer. His
mark one thing signally. ' This is a writing's for Hampton's Magazine and
full appreciation of this man's work his books and hlg lecture engagements
in his own age. One cannot help com bring him an annual Income four or
paring the great price paid for this five times as great as that paid him
for
story with the small
whlchj by' Uncle Sam when he took the bat.
.
... sums
s
many or xne worm s masterpieces tleships around the horn. - Admiral
were sold.
Evans Is now writing a, series of arDr. Johnson, it will be remembered,' ticles on the Panama Canal which, it
wrote his Immortal "Rasselas" to pay Is said,,wll bring him fame even great"
the funeraK expenses' of his grand' er than that which he has won as a
mother. Milton sold his "Paradise sailor.
Lost" to a bookseller for $25.- Poe's
"Raven" brought him the grateful
PILES! PILES! PILES!
sum of $15. If these books were writWilliams' Indian Pile Ointment will
ten today would they bring as high
a price as Commander Peary's story? cure Blind, Bleeding and Itching Piles.
the tumors, allays Itching
Although they would unquestionably It absorbs
net their authors more than they did at once, acts as a poultice, gives
during their lifetime, they would hard- instant relief. Williams' Indian Pile
ly hnng this record price. For they Ointment Is prepared for Flies and
were works of imagination. The work Itching of the private parts. Sold by
of Commander Peary, pure literature druggists, mail 60c and $1.00. Wilas It will be, is the rarest and most liams' Mfg. Co., Props., Cleveland.
exceptional thing written the rom- O. For sale by Center Block Drug. Co.
ance of actual adventure written by a
world-herImself.
s
of a woman's Intuition
Few of the world's heroes, discover.
is
suspicion..
er's, explorers and fighters were able
to tell their own tales.
desire a clear complexion
If
Imagine what the world would give take you
Foley's Orino Laxatlvie for consti
today for the story of the long. voy- pation and liver trouble as It will stim
age and discovery of Columbus as told ulate these organs and thoroughly
by himself. What an account it would cleanse your system, which is what evbe!
eryone needs in order to feel well. Rwd
From a financial standpoint Colum Oross Drug Co. and O. G. Schaefer,
$165
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FOR SALE Houae and lot. Apply Ill
616 Mam

LOFT

.

Hand Open Runabout, $25
Good 2nd. Hand Open
Buggy, $35
Young: Jersey Cow, Cash or Easy Payments.
old Horse, good size.
Good

1

(MR

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION
Adrian
Rabeyrolle.

Good 2nd.

1

AND

USE

STORY

MAGAZINE

ALL RECORDS IN

oivo Trading Co.'c

.

10

FOR HIS

$50,009

HAMPTON'S

V

4,

PEARY RECEIVES

Classified

t

DECEMBER

SATURDAY,

Main. Phone Purple

watchman, at Banner Springs, Tenn.
Such exposure gave him a severe cold
that settled' on his lungs. At last he
had to give up work. He tried many
remedies bur) all failed till he used
Dr. King's i4ew Discovery. "After
using one Tattle," he writes, "I went
back to work as well as ever. Severe
inflamed
colds, stubborn
coughs,
throats and sore lungs, hemorrhages,
croup and whooping cough sat quick
relief and prompt cure from this glori
ous medicine, 60c and $1.00. Trial
bottle free, guaranteed " by all
1

From

Arctic

to Tropics

in Ten Minutes
No oil heater has a higher
efficiency or greater heating
power than the

PERFECTION
(Equipped with Smokeless Device))

hero-storie- s,

Automatic Smokeless Device
;
prevents smoking:. There is no possible question about it.
r,
This means greater
a more rapid diffusion of heat
and a sure conversion of ajl the
'
in the oil.
In a cold room, light the heater and in 10 minutes youH have a
glowing heat that carries full content.
Turn the wick up as high as it will go no smoke no odor.
In everything that appeals to the provident and the fastidious, the
Perfection Oil Heater, with its new automatic smokeless devicedecisively leads. Finished in Nickel or Japan in various styles.
Ereiy Dealer ETecywW
It Not At Youn, Write for Deeeriprir. Circular
heat-powe-

heat-ener-

V

to the Nearest Agency oi the

,

CONTIITEIiTAIi

OIIi COMPAITY

top-notc- h

'

'

THE HYGEIA
ICE
PURE DISTILLED WATER

e,

n

"

With it you can go from the
cold of the Arctic to the warmth
of the Tropics in 10 minutes.
The new

com-petlo-

the-mo-

Heater

Oil

"

M ADE FROM

PBICB81

'

2,000 lbs or more each delivery
1,000 to 2,000 lbs.
200 to 1,000 lbs.
50 to 200 lbs. "
"

one-fift-

.

"
CRYSTAL ICE CO..
.

Less than 50 lbs.

..

-

20c
30c
40C

50c
75c

pel-

-

hundred
.

'

McGviire & Webb

Phone Main 227

v

LAS VEGAS CAlLY

THE LOOBY

JlESTflUHilNT AND CAFE
ma

THE BEST GOODS
.

SOCIETY AND

ALWAYS

LODGE NO K A. F. &
a.
Exjular com

SATURDAY,

?

DECEMBER

4,

1909

SEVf
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.
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COPPER IIEEGEI
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The members of tha Ladies' Auxil
iary of St. Paul's Guild met this atfer- noon with Mrs. Harriet Van Petten

If

OR. A. J. BUTTERFIELD,

limv' Cmmsiimpiion

ting. Consumption is caught mainly through dry
sputum. If you must spit, use your handkerchief.

:i

GRADUATE VETERINARIAN

Yew

Do not give it to others by spitting In the car. If you
do not have it, don't let others give it to you by spit-

PROMOTERS WILL COMPLY WITH at her home on Seventh street.
y THE SHERMAN ANTI- - TRUST
Mr. and Must. C. W. G. Ward enter
LAW
tained at dinner last evening at their
r
home on Seventh street, having as
their guest Judge J. R. McFle, of San
JSCTISQ
ADVISEDLY ta Fe.

PHYSICIANS

f"2mm,

m

In street oars and elevated trains of New York City this sign has been
displayed:

TO PASS ON

HANDLED

mmm mmm

munication fin and
t!fdl Thursdays In

PHESIOEfJT

Dinner,

UlTAINABLE

,

CHAPMAN

Keij-ma-

,

CPTii,

,

Committee on the Prevention of Tuberculosis,
69 Schermerhorn St.

each tnocth. Visiting
Office, Chafin's Livery Stable, Phone
brothers
This is one of the weapons employed ln the fight to prevent the spread
cordla.Hv
j
The sale of useful articles to be
'
Main 1.
,
iim.eo. ueo. H. Kick!, W. M.. Chas
They Say There Is No Intention tOlhoM Ytv. Tnsiulgir oftunuuM of tka I of the great white plague. The deadly germs of tuberculosis, lurking in
Calls answered day or night
Create
Mortopol,y-B4iea. Bporieaer. secretary.
Their LhRJ?el of tte Ep!gcopal chaTcn undcr the mucus discharged from .consumptive lungs, 4 get Into the air. and are
" l ra" unoep Ban OT;the auspices of ttie Ladies of St breathed lnto'the lungs of healthy people, where. If there Is any sore spot,
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO. 8.
"rpoBO
racing m pan'a Guild, should be well attended. or weakness left by a cold or other irritating disturbance, they fasten and
all Producing Companies-Cons- umfte busy mak. claim another victim
ladl(jS have been
Knights Templar. Regular
DENTIST
ers Would Benefit by Establishment
Don't neglect a cough or cold. To break up a cold quickly there la
artlcies
ga,a
and
for
th,8
lng
.
.... Building. Has or oiaDio mai-Kuovwiu lueaflar
sucn as is propos- serve refreshments after 3 o'clockas0
so effective as the mixture of two ounces ot Glycerine, a
"
.
nothing
in
eacn month at Masonic
ed Vacillations Menace Industry
of Virgin Oil of Pine compound pure and eight ounces " of pure Whisky.
the afternoon.
phones At office and residence.
Shake well and take a teaspopnful every four hours. It clears the throat
Tempi, ft 30 p. m. John S. Clark.
K. C, Charles Tamme, Recorder,
The unexpected departure
Washington, Dec. 4. According' to
F. R. LORD. DENTIST
during and bronchial organs, relieves hoarseness and heals Irritations of the muInformation received from trustworthy the week of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur C. cous, surface quickly and because of its" purity, is far preferable to tha
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams.) sources, future developments In the Tipton, was met wth keen regret on ordinary cough mixtures, many of which contain chloroform or other drug.
ai Arch Masons.
Regular Of flea Pioneer Building, over Grand copper merger plan will be governed the part of the society people of Las It Is claimed by the Leach Chemical Co. of Cincinnati, who prepare the
to a large extent by the result of con- Vegas, a& a great deal had been plan
genuine Virgin OJI of Pine compound pure, that this mixture will break a
convocation first Monday ln
Leader. Rooms 3 nnii I Phnna
ferences which are to be held next ned for their entertainment during cold In twenty-fou- r
hours and cure any cough that Is curable.
eacn iuontn at Masonic . Main B7.
week in Washington between repre- their stay in the Meadow City. "The
n.
7:30
m.
M. R.
Temple,
sentatives of somo of the leading dfttiflrtnrA nf Mr nnA Ttlro TMjif nn n
Williams, H. P
Chat. H.
Occasionally a man rises ln the
companies involved and the federal Newark. N. J.. waa nrcstiV hnwncr Mr. and' Mrs. J. Scott Duncan, jr.,' Mrs.ATTORNEYS
pomder. Secretary.
authorities. It Is understood that ar and was in response to a message, sent Herbert Watson Clark, Misses Cun- world like a balloon, but without sufv iningnam, tieien vjuumuguam, ocuaw- ficient sand for ballast
rangements have been made by which tnem.
GEORGE H. HUNKER
EL DORADO LCDG3 XO. 1
er, Helen Schaefer, Charlotte Haysome of the copper men will
f
i
'
Pneumonia ,
Attorney at Law
A Prettv "Shawcr"
ward, Muriel Hill, "May Ross, Messrs,
;
President Taft next week In WashingEd- "In treating pneumonia," says Dr.
Veed" Block Las Vegas New ton,, when, it is expected, a full dis
Last Saturday atfernoon Mrs. Geo. I Hallet Raynolds, E. D. Raynolds,
LJ?52S:
wara J. flacweme, iviuuue. v. n- - W. J. Smith, of Sanders, Ala., "the
cussion of the scope of the proposed H TfinlTAl entertain
with o ,n
stsiiIdc In Cull. I Mexico.
merger or agreement will take place, complimentary to Miss Charlotte Hay- - r,(ue, iames P-- , Ant?n' CarloS DunD only remedy I use for the lungs is
HftU. visiting Kaigtu
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. While,
vvu"am
It is understood that the Interests ward, who during the week became "
re eordially Invited.
u6ci,
of course, I would treat other symp
I. P. HAVENS
FAmELL BANQUET TO
working toward an agreement or mer- MrS. Jamesi Frederick Anton. Tha no.,
toms with different medicines, I have
Obsaeellor Command
ger of several of the leading copper caslon waa a. dellehtful on a
Mrs 1 APPLICANTS MUST FILE
used this remedy many times in my
er.
concerns
PUBLICATION
to
no
Kinkel proved herself equal to the
have
desire
PROOF OF
luL. BUFFALO JONES producing
medical practice and have yet failed
C. M. BEENHAR0,
I
law.-'ancircumvent the
are perfect task before her and entertained in a
to find a case where it has not conKeeper ot Beeorftsnd
ly willing that the federal authori most happy manner.
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 4. Many ap trolled the trouble. I have used it
During- the
Seal.
New York, Dec. 4. "Buffalo" Jonee: ties should be fully
Informedopon afternoon the guests played bridge, pllcants for water rights are losing myself, as has also mv wife for
their plans before an attempt Is made The shower cam. in the nature of a their priority-rightby falling
coughs and colds repeatedly, . and I
BAUDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL! as
the man to whom most credit be- - to carry them into execution. There surprise and was tendered Miss Hay- - in the office of the territoNal engi most willingly and i cheerfully revsr
umuN
America MeeU first long3 for preventing the total extinc- - is reason to believe that at the forth ward while at the refreshment table, neer the proof of publication required commend it as superior to any other
aod third Wednesday of each month Uon of the buffalo, has arrived in New coming conferences, the officials at being brought in on a large tray and by the law. : It may some day prove cough remedy to my knowledge."
,
at Fraternal Brotherhood ban. . W. York preparatory to sailing for Africa, Washington will be apprised of the set before her. The shower consists a serious matter to the water user, For sale by all dealers.
A. Givens, F. M. Bertha C. Thorn- - where he hopes to gain new laurels exact method by which i is proposed ed of many very ' beautiful
in
secure
is
his
who
he
,
Imagines
things
Bachelors are the only men who
bin, Secretary,- Visiting members by TVln llons and otber varieties of to bring about an improvement in the which showed the high esteem In water right because of having made
iwua ammaia tnai mane tne jungles 01 copper trade, and if in any way the which Miss Hayward Is held by her prior application, but who failed to think they know it all.
oordiallv invited'
me jjnm uoniineni xneir namtat.
plan should meet with objection from many friends. Among those present file the required proof of publication
1 ' Junes
oe"eveB lnal Ior a man the federal authorities or, in their besides Mrs. Kinkel and the guest of
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul- It's a Crime
ESBEKAH LODGE. L O. 0. F.I
In
WI"
to
be
violation
were
of
hono.r
Mesdames
enee"
opinion,
S.
llvan
prove
Edward
"1
yesterday rejected the appllca- to neglect your health.
The worst
meets second and fourth Thursday
the law, it will be so modified as to Lewis, W. E. Kaser, H. M. Smith,
yon of Mrs. Caesarlna A. Lewis and neglect that you can be guilty of Is
aa it is to rnnn
TTI -- to; Thl. meet with the approval of the de Scott Duncan, jr., Don-W- . Lusk, H. E. C. H. McLenathan of Carlsbad, Eddy to allow constipation, biliousness or
O. F. hall. Miss Bertha Becker, N.
opinion is snared by "Mike" Loveless partment of justice. Meanwhile It Hoke, Misses Louise Sporleder, Elba county, for waste waters that had ac-- any liver or bowel trouble to continue.
O.; Mrs. Delia Peppara, V. G.; Mrs. 0f Capltan, N. M., and "Jim" Owens of pay be stated that the general pro- Stoneroad, Florence
Hoskins, Cun- - j cummulated in the shape of a lake on It Is poisoning your entire system
T. F. Dalley, Secretary;
Adelene j Fredonla, Ariz., two of the best ropers position has not been abandoned, and nlngham, Helen Cunningham. Mrs. I the grotihd ' that these waters .are and may lead to a serious-- chronic disease. .Takei 'Ballard's Heiiblne and get
j in the west, whom Mr. Jones has se another conference between the lead- - Kinkel was assisted in
Smith, Secretary-entertaining not subject; to appropriation,
well. The 'sure cure for
absolutely
tolected to accompany him on the trip lng interests to the plan was held
by Miss Cunningham.
troubles of the stomach,
and
all
any
.'
B. P. O. E. MEETS SECOND AND j and to share ln the profits that he day.
Rich Men's' Gifts Are Poor
bowels. Sold by Center Block
and
liver
I
:' fourth
According to statements made by
mre.i.umer tntertaine
Tuesday evenings - each expects to reap when ha. returns with
beside this: "I want to go on record Depot Drug Co.
Mrs. Johanna Vollmer entertained
shipload of wild animals that hate those, who should be informed on
month at O. R. C. hall. , Visiting
saying that I' Tegard Electric Bit- brothers are cordially Invited. W. fallen victims to his prowess with the the situation, there is every reason at bridge whist yesterday afternoon at ters as one of the greatest gifts that
Idle curiosity causes a lot of people
to believe that the proposed plan will her home on the Hot Springs boule- - God has made to woman," writes Mrs, to work overtime.
D. W. lasso,
M. Lewis, exalted ruler;
As a fitting farewell on the eve of not be such as to fall under the ban vard. comnlimentarv to Mrs. William O. Khlnevault, of Vestal Center, Tf. T ... ,. L
I
Condon, secretary.
his departure, Mr. Jones Is to hi ten- of the law, neither will it be one .T Mills nf thia Pftv and Mrs. Arthur "l - can never rorget wnat it nas aone
;
, No Case oiTHeeord
-- r.
if
:
r
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t
'
m
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Dwlmonlco'sared a banquet at
to which could be construed as monopo C. . Tipton; of Newark. ' , N. J.. Miss I
la no ense ot if 4cord of a
There
woman
EASTERN STAR, REGULAR COM-- ,
a
elves
v
vigor
buoyant
jspirits,
no time has it been pronight, at which the menu will include llstic.
or cold resulting in pneumo'il
munication , second and fourth buffalo steaks, bear meat and other posed yAt
to. amalgamate all the copper bridge, being presented with a hand- TeepTessnT. sumption After Foley's Hon.y an.
Thuraday evenings of each month. aelicacles that are supposed to tickle producing concerns, and the compan some oouuu gut dooK. me ues8 oj
faint- - has been taken, as It will stopti.
endiol y. b eadache, backache,
All visiting nrotners anu Biers a
the palate of the estern ranchman es which It is, planned to bring into
B.IU.KXIJ icmouiracu,
t
dizzr suelis: soon ouuas up cough and break up your cold quleki. .
j
cordially invited. Mrs. saran a. and hunter. Numbered among the the combination', while embracing a ivxr.. mma- - ueu preseuiwa wiu a ttio wolr. ftlllnir and Sickly. Try mem Refuse any but the genuine Foley's
Chaffin. worthy matreii; Mrs. Ida hosts at the dinner will be "Buffalo very substantial part of the producing oeauurui nuncn or roses ano Mrs. Tip- - 5(C at all dinggists.
Honey and Tar in a yellow package.
Contains no opiates and is safe and
Bill," "Pawner Bill," Charles M. Rus capacity of the .country, by no means ton with a very pretty souvenir
Seelinger, aecreUry.
sure. Red Cross Drug Co. and O. G.
sen; tne "cownoy artist," Ernest would prove an ., entirely controlling spoon. iignt reiresnmenra were serv-- Th
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Large Euying and the Very MiW
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an Early Cot in
Prices of
We have just received among
other select holiday 6tock
some extra line.
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N. B. The Navel Oranges "Which we advertised a
few days ago proved on arrival and inspection to
be undesirable stock so were turned 3own'. and the
Car diverted to some other point Albuquerque
perhaps where the merchants are ItesS particular
inthese matters than here..

Ra.fnrrl a.tr

WEATHER REPORT
December 3 1909
i
Temperature Maximum 47; "'mini'
mum 30;" range 17.
'.
12
noon
6
a.
58;
m..
74;
Humidity
6 p. m., 54; mean 62.
,
;i ;
,.
Forecast Snow north and east portions tonight and Sunday, fair .southwestern; colder tonight,, colder
Sunday.
-

;

south-portio-

jour

used to make

grandmother

is the flour to use.

Its made' from the

best of the wheat and retains the meaty
flavor.

No bleaching or blending

but

just straight good Kansas wheat. Then
for real graham flour and pure corn
meal ours has no equal At your grocers or

15he

that

mnrninff

Street.

.

yards for Kansas City markets. C.
Blaiue, ot Lamar, Colo., also shipped
a car load of cattle today from
' Delicious bread and cake at the
dies' Guild sale Tuesday, Dec. 7.

La-

The Rosenthal Furniture company
is installing eighteen new lights in
its place of business In the Duncan
block, for the better displaying of its
large stock.

131.

i

Mrs.' Standish has just received a
beautiful line of furs, bags, neckwear
Get the best at. Nolette'a barber and holiday goods which will be sold
at reduced prices;
off on
shop. ). ,
.
all suits. Call and aee them.
Jam and cookies at the Ladies'
Just received a nevv lot .of rugs,
Guild's sale Tuesday, December 7.
coma in and see them. May & Hile,
-Tuesday night will be lecture night Bridge street, opposite the Brown
Co.
All
I.
members Trading
at the
0. 0. F. hall.
are urged to be present.
The Meadow City Glee Club will
Col. R. E. Twltchell is reported meet at F. O. Blood's residence toquite ill at bis home on Columbia ave morrow afternoon at 4 o'clock. Every
one is urged to be present as the
nue. ,
music has arrived and rehearsals will
The stores of Las Vegas wll, after be held regularly in the future.
December 10th, keep open in the eveson
Ignacio Baca, the
nings until after the Christmas holi,
of Mr. and Mrs. Atilano Baca, died
days.
this morning at the Baca home on the
The Crystal theater will. ; begin West side. The young son of Mr.
changing their program four times a and Mrs. Baca was called away after
week commencing Sunday night with a brief illness of scarlet fever.
a big feature bill.
There Will be regular church ser
Don't forget the Ladies' Guild's sale vices, including Sunday school, at the
Tuesday, Dec. 7th. Plenty of.' good Christian church tomorrow. Visiting
clergymen attending the New Mexico
things to eat
Baptist convention, will preach at the
and evening services.
concrete
Work on the
bridge span- morning
'
...
ning the Rio Galllnas at Bridge street
corset
The
is
the most essential
was suspended today on account of
part of the women's dress,' so why
the snow storm.
not be fitted while Mrs1. Rizer, an exW. H. Harper loaded out two cars pert corseteer, is at Mrs. Standish'a
of cattle today at the local stock millinery parlors with the lates Moyen
Age models, especially adapted for
targe figures.
one-quart-

'

,

mm

t

m

m

am.

mm

m.

A WXJU BANK

UH

i

m

lls important.--noonly for the present, but
'.' also for the years to come.
flThe right Bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
jThis Bank has a successful record of safe,
conservative banking from' the day of its organization.
,
t

''

FOR SALE
New cottage in "the hill"

town a desirable
price, 12400.
A good

property

n

tract for quick sale at

in the

Hart

per acre.

$10

Fine little place for summer home

in Galllnas canyon on Scenic road,

nf

The First' national Bank

'

'.flour?

Cuttler

Oar; Sanitary

FLOUR SALE
,

One Week December 6 to 11

Cream Loaf
Sale price

In Your Saleotlon of Tern mnd OoffeU
'T.

P!onGO-

1.00

pounds $3.25
to
Keguiar price,
Sale price, 60 pounds, $1.65
Kegnlar price, Sl.SO
Sale price, 15 pounds, 85o
Kegoiar price, ?.w
Yon all know Cream Loaf is the test
floor that comes to Las Vegas and at
this price will pay you to bay enough
to last you ell winter.

Foot of Main St.

v--

yi'mwnaefl.' '

vou"?

We do not blend our iciyn stock. We leave
it to Gtizzi and anbcrns experts. That is
their business. Our business is to sell
?

The Esst cl Everything Eatable

,

'

,,thatis why t7e are

And nothing but the best
for the money they pay

. .

are. PERFECTLY contented with the values

I0IIII

A.

PIPEII'S we give

in Our COFFEE,

department.

Orders by Telephone promptly and
Carefully Filled. r
A Trial is to Bay Here Always.
Engine No. 1301, one of the new
giant Mallet engines of tbe passenger
type which was scheduled ,to arrive
in this city, this afternoon on No. 1,
from the east will not arrive until
tomorrow afternoon on No. 1. Large
crowds have assembled dally at the
local depot expecting to see this huge
piece of machinery and unless something intervenes their wishes will be
gratified tomorrow:, No one should
miss seeing this engine as it la the
largest locomotive In the world. The
engine is enroute to the Coast lines.

toucher,
Fresh Ecasted Ccffcs.
"Stands Without a Peer"
'

Pay Your School Poll Tax.

I am Instructed by the board of education to begin with the collection,

of school poll tax for the year ISO-a- t
d
once, which Is fl.00 for all
men over 21 years old. My
office hours are from 2, to 4 o'clock:
p. m. at my office. In the City Halt
able-bodie-

.

fected sources

and ' every-

thing we wash is
THOROUGHLY
STERILIZED
by our methods.
Our methods, appliances
and supplies are the best

known.

Pcre Tfctgs to Eat
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of Las Vesaa and viritiihr

Grocers, Cxtshzro find! CzZzsra

v

Hawes, Stetson and KnoxHats.
pfitfefc reduction

in Boy's and a
t
K

M4 f

pr leleplioiie.
Las
Veg&s Greenhouses
PERRY ONION, Prop. Phone Main 276
We 'Are

-

opportnnitj to buy their winter.'
.
T i ii
'.
ciomea irom a so large and weir

MAIN 81

Las Vegas
- Steam Laundry

11

M

' ,

Never before hare the people-

-

Chase and Sanbprns Sole Agents :

,

7

,

"Wt would

Try a dram of Old Taylor
the Opera bar. Served from
on the bar. .

GUILDS ANNUAL

of useful articles will be held Tuesday, December 7, at Guild hall. There
Carstair's rye served at the Antlers- will also be a booth for home-mad- e
, ,
only.
candies as well as a sale table for
cakes, bread, etc. All during the sale
The best draft beer in the city. At
the ladles will be prepared to serve
The Lobby, of course. ,
V
coffee and sandwiches at-1; cents.
The liberal patronage of the public
Pabsfs draught beer on taf only
as well as the members of the church
at Opera bar.
Is earnestly solicited.

J. H. STEARNS,

"

-

CITY

ST. PAUL'S

are a safeguard against the
DANGER OF DISEASE.
"We WILL NOT knowing
ly accept bundles from in

CUT RATE

All Kinds of Coal, Wood and Coke. Pine and
Pinion Wood

..

THE

IN

CHAS.

'

D. W. CONDON

mm

U LAI&

C

y

WW

TAMMB,
size Irrigated placa on the
Monogram paper and engraved calSecretary Board of Education.
Tecoiote, having water without charge. ling cards make acceptable Christmas
"
$200. ..
,
,
gifts. The Optic has some elegant
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. age
-' HARRIS REAL ESTATE "CO.
samples which it would be pleased to In
the wood. Direct from distillery to
show you. Christmas ' orders should
'
At the Lobby, of course.
you.
be made now.

Methods

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.

''::-lVd'Gcr-

Em

.

OF LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

Phone Main 21

THOSE TOO DESIRE

$750. JSmall

WE INVITE YOUf BUSINESS

'
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.
J
RAYNOLDS. Abb'.
, HALLETT
F,H. KAY.NOLDS.Cshier.

half-sectio-

part of
at low

PHONE MAIN 107

THE BEST

,

!

:
m

SIXTH STREET

Regular dance at Mrs. O'Brien's

nine-year-ol- d

Phone Main

m

Jake Graaf,

'

Las Vegas Roller Mill:
n. i i

n

LOCAL NEWS

Pride"

"Out5

beginning Nov. 30th. Thi ia your opportunity to be fitted and torn fitted
rltzht. Come in and let tfie experien
ced demonstrator show you the ART
, OF DEVELOPING YOR FIGURE
- into the long, slender graceful lines of
the present modes. There is an Ame- rican Lady corset for your figure whe- '
'
;
ther it is stout or slender.
All fittings are free.

;

,

of the kind

J

,

though ouf stock is large, is

0
'

i!

deep cut" in prices begining

Bridgre

0
If you want bread that has the real taste

I

Ludvvig Wm. Ilfeld,

WE SHALL HAVE TrIE RIGHT KIND SOOft

.

',.

1

s

IKE DAVIS;

CT?

Special Demonstration
r American Cado

not to carry over seasonable
eroods. We . have made1 a

1

Which we shall be glad to show you.

t

J

It always fcas been our policy

7

pint and quart bottles at

half-pin- ti

SV

J

l3

"

r

a 1

WE ANNOUTCE A

Deating Stoves

I

'

35c. 60. and 51.00 Each

,,
,

....

.

Coming in

I'.

Season Forces Us to Make

afar' Yoa

re

.7

M. Grceriberger
Proprietor
Copyrijht 1909 kf
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